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ABSTRACT 

Steady state and dynamic modeling were done on a 

1-3/4-inch diameter 24:1 L/D ratio extruder using polyethy

lene resins. Both step and pulse tests were used in the 

dynamic studies. In the step testing method both resin and 

screw speed were changed while in the pulse tests only the 

screw speed was used as the forcing function. 

Moderate step tests of either the resin change or 

the screw speed change showed a second order underdamped 

response. Severe screw speed changes gave a surging output 

response. Bode plots derived from screw speed pulse tests 

showed a derivative response in which the output rate was 

leading the input forcing function. The step and pulse 

test results were combined to formulate a transfer function 

model of this response. 

The observed dynamic extrusion behavior is explained 

by a change in the melt transport mode from drag flow to 

pressure flow in the die cavity, after reaching a newly-

defined threshold stress. 

It is perceived that the dynamic studies of the ex

trusion system may be applied to evaluate surging tendencies 

in extruders. Other applications are the study of transi

tions from one resin to another, resin formulations, and 

extruder screw designs. 

x 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO PLASTICATING EXTRUSION 

Plasticating extrusion is the process of applying 

heat and pressure to obtain a molten polymer which is 

forced through a die to produce shapes continuously in vari

ous forms, such as: (1) unsupported film, sheeting, tubes, 

and other profiles; (2) film for coating paper, metal foil, 

and other substrates; and (3) coating electrical wire and 

cable. An extruder consists essentially of a feed hopper, a 

heated cylinder with ah "internal screw, and a die as shown 

in Figure 1. The entire extrusion process can be divided 

into five areas: hopper-feed, compaction, fusion, melt 

transportation, and forming. These five divisions represent 

separate processes which are interdependent. 

The extrusion process is applied to thermoplastic 

polymers, which can be melted and solidified repeatedly. In 

the molten state, the polymer is commonly referred to as 

the melt. The terms polymer, resin, and plastic are used 

synonymously by the industry. Strictly speaking, polymer 

is the correct term. The feed hopper is a reservoir in 

which the pelletized resin is stored prior to extrusion. 

This insures an uninterrupted feed of material to the 

1 
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Figure 1. Nomenclature of a Plasticating Extruder 
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extrusion system. From the feed hopper, located over the 

rear end of the barrel, polymer resin in the form of pellets 

drops by gravity into the channel of a rotating screw. In 

side the extruder barrel, the resin is forced forward by the 

rotating screv; flights, and as it moves it is heated, melt

ed, mixed, and compressed by a series of complicated flow 

patterns inside the screw channels. On its way through the 

barrel, the solid must be transformed into a homogeneous 

viscous melt (the liquid .state) that is forced through the 

orifice of the die to form the final extruded product. The 

die imparts the desired two-dimensional shape to the extru-

date as it exits, after which the melt is cooled rapidly to 

preserve the desired form and dimensions. Poorly mixed, 

nonhomogeneous polymer melts usually lead to an end product 

with nonuniform cross-sectional dimensions, with wavy, rough 

surfaces, and with high residual strains. 

In recent years industry has shown considerable in

terest in learning more about the extrusion process to 

obtain greater throughputs, better quality control, and gen

eral improved designs of extruders. To this end, two major 

approaches have been used: 

1. Resin manufacturers have placed emphasis on improved 

resin properties, while 

2. the manufacturers of extrusion machinery have empha

sized the aspects of improved screw design and 

improved instrumentation. 
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Improvements in resins, instrumentation, and ex

trusion machines have not met this goal satisfactorily. A 

third approach best described as a dynamic study of the 

extrusion process may alleviate previous shortcomings. The 

previous omission of the dynamic studies approach is best 

explained when it is realized that commercial extrusion is 

intended to be continuous with a minimum of output vari

ation. Also, methods of taking instantaneous data and re

ducing it by computers are relatively new. Hence, direct 

efforts to achieve invariant output gave little insight ln

to the dynamic workings of the extrusion process. 

1.1 Objective 

The objective of this investigation was to obtain 

data to define the dynamic behavior of the extrusion sys

tem. To accomplish this objective the experimental inves

tigation was performed in two stages. The purpose of the 

first part was to modify the instrumentation and controls 

of the extruder facilities to permit the continuous and 

essentially instantaneous recording of valid, meaningful 

data on the dynamics of the extrusion process. The sub

sequent step was the analysis and correlation of the data 

to better understand the extrusion process, its internal 

mechanisms, its gross behavior, and its controllability. 

Dynamic studies are particularly useful in pro

cesses suitable for automatic process control. Extrusion 
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is such a process where automation is desired. Minimum re

quirements in automation call for a continuous feed of the 

resin and an automatic take-up of the product. Further re

quirements call for the attainment and maintenance of a 

steady state value in output in a minimum of time during 

the startup of the process. 

An initial one-year study by Smith (46) provided a 

literature survey of the extrusion field, a modification of 

the heating system on the 1.75 inch diameter 24:1 L/D ex

truder, and some initial runs to check the instrumentation 

system. This current study accomplished its objectives by 

installing data acquisition equipment, conducting detailed 

dynamic experiments and analyzing the resulting data by 

control theory techniques. 



CHAPTER 2 

STEADY STATE EXTRUSION THEORY 

Much theoretical work has been done in connection 

with the screw extrusion process (3f 23, 44). Most of this 

work emphasizes the analysis of the screw channel flow with 

the simplifying assumption that it is filled with a homoge

neous, isothermal, Newtonian melt. In the actual extrusion 

process, only the transition and feed sections of the screw 

are filled with a polymer melt so that the analysis is not 

applicable to the feed section. Some theories dealing with 

the conveying action in the metering section also exist. 

However, that part of the process is probably least under

stood (35). Several studies (45, 48) have been made in which 

a rapid chilling of the extruder is carried out. The screw 

is removed and the solidified melt is peeled off the screw. 

Examination of this peeled strip gives a qualitative in

sight of the action of that part of the operation in which 

the particles are being melted and converted from the solid 

phase to the liquid phase. 

2.1 Conveyance in Feed Section 

A study of the melting process in a plasticating ex

truder by Tadmor, Duvdevani, and Klein (48) and by Bernhardt 

and McKelvey (4) has shown that the extruder may be divided 

6 
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into three functionally different zones: the solid convey

ing zone, where the solid polymer pellets are dragged for

ward and compressed, the transition or melting zone where 

the polymer pellets gradually melt; and the melt pumping 

zone where a uniform melt is generated. It has been pointed 

out that the location of these zones, usually, does not co

incide with geometrical sections such as the feed, tapered, 

and metering sections but instead depends on the operating 

conditions. 

Granules of resin usually 1/8-inch diameter, enter 

the feed hopper at room temperature where they are moved 

forward as the screw turns because of the raised, slanted 

flight of the screw. The barrel surface, however, drags on 

the granules and hinders their rotation with the screw. 

This retarding friction is essential to the forward move

ment of the granules and results in shear forces within and 

among the granules. This shear working requires a large 

amount of energy which is expended in friction among the 

particles and the metal surfaces and in deformation of the 

particles themselves. The frictional heating and some heat 

coming from the barrel heaters softens the granules. As 

soon as some of the material melts, the molten layer is 

sheared in viscous flow and additional heating occurs. The 

screw channel is pitched at an angle to the barrel axis 

called the "lead angle" so that a velocity component 



circulates the softening mass crosswise to the screw chan

nel. The crosswise circulation contributes to the mixing 

action of the extruder since unmelted particles are caught 

in the melt and also sheared. Molten plastics are extreme

ly viscous and the shearing action of the screw consumes 

much power in overcoming flow resistance. Most of the heat 

which the plastic gains in its journey through the extruder 

is due to this viscous working action. 

2.2 Melt Flow in the Extruder 

After melting, the material is fluid and is trans

ported by the screw to the die area. Again screw geometry 

plays an important function in determining how much melt is 

pumped (metered) to the die. Melt viscosity and die pres

sure also influence the pumping action. Equations such as 

expanded versions of 

Q = ^d-^p " *1 (1) 

where = drag flow, q^ = leakage flow, and qp = pressure 

flow, can be used to describe the total melt transport rate, 

Q. The leakage flow is caused by an imperfect fit between 

the cylinder and the screw. It is impractical to fit these 

elements more closely than a few thousandths of an inch as 

otherwise excessive wear would occur. Leakage flow is usu

ally neglected or lumped with the pressure flow term. 
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Considerable pressure is required to force the vis

cous melt through the die at the outlet (front) end of the 

extruder. The screw generates this pressure as the resin 

material is moved from the rear to the outlet end of the ex

truder barrel. However, there is an upper limit of pressure 

beyond which it cannot pass at a given speed and viscosity. 

The pressure limitation arises because the screw channel is 

essentially a helical pipe that is open and connected from 

one end to the other. Thus, there is a tendency for the 

polymer melt to flow backward in the screw channel as the 

pressure increases at the die end. In extrusion terminology, 

this flow is known as "pressure back flow"; and, since this 

flow is normally directed rearward, it represents a loss of 

output. A secondary loss is the so-called leakage flow 

through the clearance between the screw flight and barrel. 

The main flow forward is known as "drag flow" and 

is generated by the relative rotation of the screw and bar

rel and from the resulting velocity gradient. Since normal

ly leakage flow is small, the difference between the drag 

flow and the pressure back flow is the net flow or output 

from the machine. Carley (in 19) estimates that in most 

modern machines the pressure back flow is a relatively small 

percentage of the drag flow, perhaps 10 to 25 percent, but 

with the modern trend to put more horsepower on the extrud

ers for greater internal mixing, this loss in fact is 

usually much higher. 
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2.3 Operating Pressures 

The pressure profile of most single stage extruders 

is a unimodal function of the machine direction. Typical 

pressure and temperature profiles reported by Tadmor, 

Duvdevani, and Klein (48) are shown in Figure 2. The loca

tion of the maximum in the pressure curve depends on the 

resin, screw geometry, screw speed, screen pack and breaker 

plate, and die characteristics. The maximum pressure for 

polyethylene extrusion may be as high as 10,000 psig, with 

2,000 to 3,000 psig being typical. For a constant-pitch, 

decreasing-channel depth, metering type screw, the pressure 

rise in the machine direction is usually a linear function 

as indicated in Figure 2. In most polyethylene extrusion, 

the maximum pressure occurs beyond the metering section of 

the screw. The exact location depends on the die resistance 

and other resistances to flow, such as screen packs and the 

breaker plate. 

To assist in homogenizing the plastic material, to 

remove specks and gels, and to eliminate pressure variations 

in the extrusion head, stainless steel screens, referred to 

as a screen pack, may be installed behind a breaker plate 

near the die. The breaker plate is a steel plate with small 

holes, e.g., 1/8-inch diameter, for the passage of the melt. 

Its main purpose is to support the screen pack, which typi

cally has a series of 20-60-80-100-80-20 mesh screens. The 

screen pack may influence the extruder operation in various 
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ways: Back pressure in the screw metering zone may be mark

edly increased by using a screen pack, and higher back pres

sure at a given screw speed improves mixing and homogenizing 

and, therewith, extrusion quality. Although output is 

reduced slightly, the loss can be regained by a slight in

crease in screw speed. A screen pack may also assist in 

reducing the "rotational turbulence" of the plastic material 

which is caused by the screw rotation. 

2.4 Operating Temperatures 

Operating temperatures depend upon the flow hard

ness of the plastic material, the rate of production, the 

temperature of the pellets when fed into the cylinder, and 

the heating characteristics of the extrusion machine itself. 

It is a known fact that two extrusion machines of the same 

size, make and model, operating side by side, extruding 

identical plastic may require different temperatures or 

screw speeds to produce a satisfactory extruded product. 

This is usually due to such things as screw clearances or 

slightly different control of temperature and pressure. 

In moving through the heated barrel, the polymer res

in increases in temperature as it is forced toward the die 

orifice. For example, the section of the barrel below the 

feed throat may be at 80 PF and the next three heated zones 

may be progressively at 325°, 350°, and 400 °F, Maintaining 

a relatively low but fairly uniform temperature at the feed 

throat end is essential to achieving the following: 
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(a) Maintain a "heel" of comparatively cool mater
ial to aid in pushing the plastic mass forward 
along the flights of the screw, 

(b) Prevent blockage of the feed opening due to 
bridging (premature melting), and 

(c) Eliminate surging at the die orifice. 

Ordinarily, water is circulated around the feed section to 

control the temperature at 7 0° to 90 QF. 

Commercial machines vary considerably as to the 

manner and type of heating system employed. Either elec

tricity, steam, or hot oil can be used to heat the barrel. 

Electric resistance heating is generally preferable on 

smaller units because it represents a minimum of mainten

ance problems while large commercial units are increasing

ly using induction heating or steam. 

As very little of the working heat gets into the 

material through the cylinder wall, the main function of the 

heating system is to preheat the cylinder before the machine 

is started, so that it will come rapidly to thermal equilib

rium while running. During regular operation, the heating 

system of the extruder may be considered as thermal insula

tion which under optimum conditions maintains a zero temper

ature gradient through the barrel. The ideal condition of 

operation is a condition known as adiabatic operation, in 

which, as the term implies, the demand on the heating and 

cooling system of the barrel is small or essentially zero 



except for losses, to the surrounding air. Bernhardt and 

McKelvey (4) have reported that adiabatic conditions are 

readily achieved in the case of "soft" plastics such as 

polyethylene. The results of their run number 10, which 

are typical, are shown below: 

Operating Variables 

The total power input is 5.8 6 kw, of which 0.24 kw is sup

plied as thermal energy and 5.62 as mechanical energy. The 

rate of increase of the enthalpy of the polyethylene in the 

process is 5.23 kw. Thus it is seen that even under the 

best of conditions where all the thermal energy were to be 

utilized, it could account for only 4.6 percent of the ener

gy supplied to the polyethylene. This extrusion, there

fore, is almost completely independent of external heat 

transfer to the polyethylene. 

The temperatures required along the barrel, adapter, 

and die depend largely on the specific extrusion operation 

being conducted. For maximum compounding of the melt, the 

temperature of the screw of a polyethylene extruder should 

Frequency of rotation of screw: 
Rate of heat input: 

2.5 rps 
0.24 kw 

Performance Variables 

Extrusion rate: 
Melt temperature at die: 
Melt pressure at die: 
Mechanical power input from motor: 

71.4 lb/hr 
311°F 
1760 psig 
5.62 kw 



be maintained at a relatively low range, between 8 0° and 

130 °F. Although this reduces output at a given screw speed, 

it also improves the quality of the extrudate. Output can 

be markedly raised by allowing the screw to operate 

"neutral", that is, with no cooling supplied to the bore of 

the screw. 

The temperature of the melt is also influenced by 

the screen pack. Heavier screen packs raise the tempera

ture by increasing the pressure, which in turn generates 

additional frictional heat by increased internal mixing. 

The most critical control of the melt occurs at the die. 

The die must be designed in such a way that it" maintains a 

constant melt temperature and meters the melt through the 

die lips at a constant rate. Satisfactory operation of an 

extrusion die depends largely upon the use of a good temper

ature control instrument. If heating of the die is done by 

conduction from the melt alone, it is virtually impossible 

to maintain proper operating conditions once they are 

reached or to duplicate them on subsequent extrusions. 

2.5 Performance Characteristics 

The performance characteristics of plasticating ex

truders include extrusion rate and temperature, pressure de

veloped by the screw, and power. Many of the characteristics 

depend on the capabilities of the screw to perform each of 

its three main functions: solids transport, melting, and 
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pumping. The importance of these functions was investi

gated by Bernhardt and McKelvey (4) and is discussed by 

McKelvey (35). It is pointed out that the extruder per

formance may be monitored in terms of the pressure profile 

of the extruder. For proper operation as in steady state 

production, it was determined that the following inequality 

must hold for a properly designed screw: 

*  *  *  / o  \  
rl r2 * r3 (2' 

where r^ is the unrestricted solids transport rate, r2 is 

the unrestricted melting rate, and is the unrestricted 

pumping rate. That is to say, r*, r*, and r* are the rates 

at which these processes would occur if they operated inde

pendently of each other. For the conditions 

r* < r* or r* < r* (3) 

the screw is commonly said to be starved. When the inequa-

lities of Equation (2) apply,then r3 is controlling. It has 

been found that under these conditions the operation is 

more stable and the extrudate quality is better than when 

either of the other rates is controlling. 

2.6 Development of Steady State Model 

The plasticating extruder is a modified screw pump 

which contains a melting step in addition to the pumping 

step. If the simplifying assumption is made that the 
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polymeric fluid is Newtonian, then the screw pump becomes 

amenable to mathematical analysis. Such hydrodrynamic analy

ses of screw pumps have been presented in detail in many 

places (1, 2, 9, 10, 7, 21, 31, 32, 47) and are used as a 

theoretical basis of the extrusion process. The internal 

mechanisms occurring in plasticating extruders are, however, 

inherently more complex, and a sound mathematical analysis 

of plasticating extruders has yet to be made. 

The conveying action of an extruder becomes readily 

understood by considering the helical screw channel as un

wrapped and laid flat as shown in Figure 3. With this con

vention, the barrel becomes a second flat plate which moves 

over the screw as noted. It is the relative motion of the 

two planes that causes the pump to operate. The component 

Ys of; barrel motion parallel to the screw channel imparts a 

drag force to the molten polymer which wets the barrel. 

iFor the hydrodynamic analysis of the screw pump, 

the parallel plate representation of the screw channel and 

a jrectangulaj: system of coordinates (as shown in Figure 4) 

Vill be used, The development of the theory follows close

ly that of McKelvey C35). 

The zr-axis is the so-called helical axis. Its posi

tive end is toward the discharge end of the channel and its 

length, is Z, A cross section of the channel perpendicular 

to the z-axis had width W and height H. The X-axis has a 
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total length L and is parallel to the axis of the screw. 

It is to be noted that the X-axis is inclined at an angle 0 

the helix angle of the screw, to the x-axis. Figure 4 

shows a shaded area representing a plane perpendicular to 

the X-axis; hence, it is also a plane perpendicular to the 

axis of the screw. In order for the melt to make a posi

tive advance along the screw axis (that is, to advance in 

a forward direction in the pump) it must move in the + X 

direction. 

ity vector, v, can be resolved into its components vx, Vy, 

vz, which act parallel to the reference axes. The volu

metric flow rate Q is obtained by integrating the z-compon-

ent of the fluid velocity vector over the cross section of 

the channel perpendicular to the z-axis. 

In terms of velocity gradients for a Newtonian fluid with 

constant density and viscosity, the z-component of the 

equation of motion in rectangular coordinates for steady 

state isothermal flow may be written as: 

At any point in the screw channel, the fluid veloc-

(4) 



H 

Figure 4. Coordinate Axis for Derivation of Flow Equations in 
Metering Section 

NJ 
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v̂z 8vz 3vz 3vz _ 
P + + vy~3y + v^' " 

91 + , + afl* + ifli.) +P9z 
92 0x2 8y2 3Z2 

(5) 

The gravity term may be neglected since the extruder oper

ates in a horizontal position. The left side of Equation (5) 

represents the acceleration terms and may be neglected for 

the case of slow flowing highly viscous materials. Moreover, 

if the cross section of the screw channel is not a function 

of the z-position coordinate, then vz does not change with 

z, and Equation (5) reduces to 

1,3P% 3 2vz 92vz 

jtW = + "sF (6) 

If the assumption is made that there is no clearance between 

the top of the screw flight and the barrel surface, then the 

boundary conditions may be written 

vz (0 ,y) =0 vz (x, 0) = 0 
(7) 

vz(W,y) = 0 vz(x,H) = Vz 

where Vz is the z-component of the velocity vector that de

scribes the motion of the top of the channel. 
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If it is assumed that the pressure is only a func

tion of the z-position coordinate, then the left side of 

Equation (6) does not depend upon x or y. A solution of 

Equation (6) can therefore be found by the method of sepa

ration of variables. A separation of the variables is ac

complished by expressing v„ as the sum of two functions f 

and g 

vz = f + g (8) 

where f = f(x,y) and g = g(x,y). A substitution of Equa

tion (8) into Equation (6) gives 

3x2 3y2 3x2 3y2 y 3z 

If the function f is defined by the equation 

ill + = 1 (10) 
9 9 

3x 3y jj 3z 

then it is seen from Equations (6) and (8) that the func

tion g is a solution of the equation 

= 0 (11) 
3x2 3y2 

The new boundary conditions in terms of f and g are: 
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f(0,y) = 0 g(0,y) = 0 

f(W,y) = 0 g(W,y) = 0 
(12) 

f(x,0) = 0 g(x,0) = 0 

f(x,H) = 0 g(x,H) = Vz 

Equation (10) and the boundary conditions of f constitute 

a boundary value problem whose solution has been presented 

by McKelvey (35) as: 

f = 1 3P 
y 3z 

Z(y-H) + if2/'" ju-sin(—rr-) C°Sĥ 2H 
9  ^  ̂ x  H  '  v .  / H I T  

cosh(~} (2x-W) 

2 3̂ntl73--- n3 H cosh (I"™) 
H 

(13) 

In a similar manner, Equation (11) and the boundary condi

tions on g constitute a boundary value problem whose solu

tion is given as: 

. _js_ . , /hlry. 
a\t nL n nr sxnh (-TT-) _ 4vz \ i ,niTx, w n/n 

5 —2— i"n,nliH. 1 ' 
n=l,3* * * sinh( w ) 

Hence, according to Equation (8) the solution of Equation 

(6) is obtained by adding the two previous solutions. 

CO 
sinh (nZ^-) in W . .nirx. 1 P i .XXII iiii * JT 

. '  f n i T H .  1 3 1 1 1  ̂ ~ W '  V  2 z  
n=l,3* * * nsinh( w ) 

(15) 

,Y2. yH , »H2f ooshfgl) (2X-W) (OTV i 

2 2 W3̂ "3---n3cosh(2H2) S1" H 
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An expression for the volumetric flow rate is found by in

troducing Equation (15) into Equation (4) and performing 

the indicated integrations. 

V WH WH3 3P 
q = (_5 )F Fp (16) 

2 12y dz 

The first term in Equation (16) represents the drag flow 

while the second term represents the pressure flow. The 

quantities Fp and Fp are shape factors whose analytical 

form McKelvey (35) has been defined by the equations 

OO 

Fd = i—tanh (nirH/2W) (17) 

* Hn=l7 3•* * n 

OO 

Fp = 1 - 192H*^>. ^Vtanh (nirH/2W) (18) 

The shape factors depend only on the (H/W) ratio of the 

screw. Both McKelvey (35) and Squires (47) give graphical 

values of FD and Fp while Coughlin and Canevari (15) give 

graphical values of Fp for partially empty screws encoun

tered in vented extruders. 

For the case of isothermal operation with a given 

set of design variables, the extrusion rate "Q is a unique 

function of the pressure increase, AP, generated by the 

pump. Equation (16) may be modified to derive this unique 

function using the following relationships: 



VZ = Vcos0 = TTDNCOSO 
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(19) 

IT (D-2c) sin0 
m' e (20) 

where m' = number of parallel flights 

e = width of flight 

E = pitch of flight, E = (D - 2c)tan 0 

c = radial clearance between the top of the screw 
flight and the barrel 

N = screw speed 

Also, leakage correction factors are to be included which 

as proposed by Mohr and Mallouk (37) to correct for the 

loss of drag flow caused by the clearance and 

to correct for the pressure leakage as proposed by Gore and 

McKelvey (in 18). Substitution of the relationships given by 

Equations (19) and (20) and the correction factors into 

Equation (16) leads to 

are: 

[1 - c/H] (21) 

[1 + ( 2 2 )  

(23) 
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where a and $ are constants dependent on the geometry of 

the screw. 

a _ D^Hsin6cos0 
2 irDsinS 

(24) 

TTDH^sinO 
12 

Equation (23) is the basic equation of the melt extruder 

model that is used to predict the steady state output of the 

extruder. It has been used quite extensively to design 

screws. The computer implemented design studies of Tadmor, 

Marshall, and Klein (49) have shown the validity of the 

basic equation so that it is now possible to design a screw 

by computer to any desired specifications. 

as given by Equation (23), a Newtonian viscosity relation

ship was assumed. Such an assumption was necessary to ob

tain an analytical solution of the equation of motion. In 

actual applications, however, in which the steady state 

model is used to predict extruder performance a mean appar

ent viscosity is used. To evaluate this apparent viscosity 

empirical models describing the non-Newtonian polymer be

havior are used. Several viscosity models have been pro

posed (35), most of which show good agreement with data 

2.7 Viscosity Correlations 

In order to derive the steady state extruder model 
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obtained on the rheometer. A typical model for polyethyl

ene used in the evaluation of screw parameters was devel

oped as follows: 

The apparent viscoity is dependent on temperature 

because the shear stress-shear rate relationship changes 

with temperature as shown in Figure 5 for psuedoplastic 

behavior. It is important to recognize that the basic 

model [Equation (23)] is general, but a mean apparent vis

cosity relationship for polyethylene may be inserted, which 

is particular to pseudoplastic behavior. This infers that 

the mean apparent viscosity (averaged over the total length 

of the extruder) has the same form as the local apparent 

viscosity. The calculated constants of the viscosity re

lationship will vary. However, the functionality of the 

relationship will remain the same. 

As explained in McKelvey's book (35), Bueche (6) and 

Rouse (43) have shown that the normalized apparent viscosity 

is independent of temperature and is a function of shear 

rate as shown in Figure 6. The function shown in Figure 6 

can be represented by 

VyQ = [b/(Y + b)]k (26) 

where r\ is the apparent viscosity, yQ is the low shear 

rate viscosity, y is the shear rate and b and k are con

stants. The viscosity, tjq, is the low shear rate viscosity 
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(Newtonian because it is in the initial linear region of the 

stress-shear rate curve), and may be mathematically repre

sented as 

li0 = C1 exp (C2/t') (27) 

where T = °R (absolute temperature) and and C2 are con

stants. The shear rate, y, must be represented in terms of 

the extruder operating conditions. The assumption was 

made that the shear rate is proportional to the screw speed 

or 

y = aN (28) 

Thus the mean apparent viscosity of polyethylene has the 

form 

T) = [b/ (aN + b)]k exp(C2/T') (29) 

2.8 Extruder Stability 

In most chemical engineering work, one usually 

thinks of absolute or total variables, as for example, the 

height-or width of a tank, the flow through a pipeline in 

gallons per minute, or the concentration in lb/lb or lb/ftJ 

in a storage vessel. In the case of temperature and pres

sure, however, one usually works in terms which represent 

a deviation from a base condition. Extensive studies by 

Maddock (34) of these deviations in the extrusion field 

have shown that product quality is generally definable in 



terms of melt temperature and pressure uniformity. The 

trend toward increased outputs in plasticating extruders 

has lecl to greater output fluctuations (melt instability 

and surging), which are intolerable in terms of product 

quality. Product quality, may usually be categorized into 

two or three general classes. The first of these might be 

called aesthetic in nature, as evidenced by visual appear

ance factors such as roughness, gloss, haze, waviness and 

streaking. The second is classified as dimensional, mean

ing the ability to maintain size control to close dimen

sional tolerances. A third is functional in that the 

product must meet certain physical, chemical or performance 

test specifications. 

A pressure fluctuation in the metering section and 

the die may be caused by two things: 

1. An actual variation in rates of solids transport 
and melting. 

2. A variation in temperature (viscosity) of the poly
meric melt. 

Thus, the pressure developed in the pumping section 

fluctuates about a mean value which has been expressed by 

McKelvey (35) as 

AP = AP ± L S (AP) (30) 
2 

where AP is the mean pressure rise and is the value normal

ly measured and used in calculations. The total variation 
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in pressure is 6(Ap), and is the variation which causes 

the extrusion rate to fluctuate about its mean value 

Q = Q ±| 6Q (31) 

The stability of the extrusion operation may be character

ized by the magnitude of SQ. For an incompressible fluid 

in isothermal operation, Equation (23) may be written 

Ap Q = AN - B — 
V 

where 
(32) 

/

z a 
0<6)dz 

A = and B = 
f Z (  i)dZ 

J  0 3 J  0 3 

Hence, from Equation (32) one can write 

8Q = - 6 (AP) (33) 
r *  

Equation (32) was used by McKelvey (35) as a basis for the 

definition of a stability index, defined as the variation 

in pressure required to cause a one percent change in ex

trusion rate. For a one percent change, SQ/Q = 0.01, and 

Equation (33) may be written 

6 (AP) = I'Q (34) 
100B 

Hence, the larger the value of 6 (AP), the more stable the 

operation. 
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2.9 The Role of Friction in Plasticating Extrusion 

The role of solids conveying in the extrusion pro

cess has up to now been based on the model of Darnell and 

Mol (16). In this model the conveying action has been 

described as a function of screw geometry and friction co

efficients between the polymer granules and the surfaces 

of the screw channel and the barrel. The basic assumption 

made in this model is that the solid particles pack to

gether to form an "elastic" unmolten plug that does not un

dergo, shear flow. Further, the simplifying assumption is 

made that the plug exerts "hydrostatic" pressure equally 

on all surfaces with which it is in contact. Also, it is 

assumed that there is no pressure gradient in the direction 

of the screw channel. 

The model.as developed is a force balance based on 

sliding friction coefficients between the surfaces and the 

solid elastic plug. Based on the previous assumptions, 

the frictional forces exerted on the plug are obtained by 

multiplying the surface area by the pressure and then by 

the coefficient of friction. In the model it is recog

nized that positive solids conveying or forward axial 

movement is favored by having a high coefficient of fric

tion between the polymer and the barrel surface and a low 

coefficient of friction between the polymer and the root of 

the screw channel. Depending on the coefficients of 
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friction and hence the forces acting on the plug, two ex

treme cases in solids conveying can be predicted. If the 

plug adheres to the root of the screw and not to the inside 

barrel wall, the plug simply rides around on the screw 

without forward movement. In the second case the plug 

sticks to the barrel and slips on the screw channel to 

move the material along the channel of the screw. McKelvey 

(35) has assigned the title "force ratio" to the variable 

R in the expression 

R = (35) 
ABkB 

where As and AB represent the area of the wetted perimeter 

per unit length of the screw and barrel, respectively. The 

variables ks and kB are the friction coefficients between 

the polymer and the screw channel and between the polymer 

and the inside barrel surface. In order for the conveying 

action to operate properly a force ratio less than unity is 

required. 

The theory of Darnell and Mol has been accepted as 

correct up to recent times for two reasons: First, no com

prehensive experimental investigations of solid transport 

in extruders had been made and second, little data had been 

published about the nature of the friction coefficient be

tween plastic and steel as a function of temperature. 
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Data on the coefficient of friction between 

steel and many of the common thermoplastics was recently 

published by Gregory (22). His investigations show that 

the coefficient of friction for polyethylene has a low 

value around 0.25 at room temperature which increases as 

a function of temperature. A more recent publication on 

friction coefficients by Chung (11) has questioned the 

validity of Gregory's results for two reasons. First, 

Gregory showed values of friction coefficients increasing 

past the melting temperature of the plastic to values 

greater than unity. He termed values in this region as be

ing in the adhesive range. These results of friction co

efficients above the melting point are invalid because 

there is a change in mechanism for the movement of the 

plastic and metal surfaces. The correct analysis for the 

evaluation of friction coefficients was made by Chung. 

Chung pointed out that sliding friction concepts are only 

valid below the melting point of the plastic. Above the 

melting point of the plastic, the melt wets the steel sur

face and the viscous flow is the mechanism by which the 

movement of plastic and steel occurs. Chung's experiments 

showed for plastic below its melting point that, once move

ment started between the plastic and the steel plate, the 

coefficient of friction was independent of the relative 

velocity between the two surfaces. This behavior is pre

dicted by the classical theory on friction which states 



that the coefficient depends on the normal stress. Above 

the melting point coefficients of friction are meaningless. 

The force (sled stress) to cause movement between the sur

faces was found to be independent of the normal stress, 

and instead depended on the relative velocity (sled speed) 

between the two surfaces. Above the melting point the 

sled stress decreases with increasing temperature, as ex

pected, since the viscosity is an inverse function of 

temperature. 

The values reported by Gregory have another signi

ficance in addition to that reported by Chung. Due to the 

experimental procedure used, Gregory is actually measuring 

the static coefficient of friction. His technique was to 

• increase the lead weight in a pan until a movement between 

the surfaces was observed. In this manner he actually 

measured the static friction instead of the sliding fric

tion. The sliding friction coefficient measured in classi

cal mechanics is always less than the static coefficient. 

A comparison of the experimental values of Chung and 

- Gregory shows that at room temperature both report coeffi

cients for polyethylene of about 0.2 to 0.3. However, 

close to the melting point of polyethylene (230 °F) the co

efficients of Gregory are near unity while those of Chung 

are about 0.7. 
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The work of both Chung and Gregory should be re

garded as preliminary. Chung reports his coefficients of 

friction as a function of metal temperature while Gregory 

reports his as a function of both metal temperature and 

polymer temperature. A better correlation would be the 

evaluation of the coefficients at thermal equilibrium be

tween the steel and the polymer. Also, as mentioned by 

the authors, other extraneous factors are probably in

volved in the experimental technique. 

Chung believes that the solids conveying model of 

Darnell and Mol is only applicable to a very short section 

of the screw, perhaps no more than three to five turns. 

This conclusion is based on the observation that the poly

mer wets the metal instantly when above its melting point 

to form a thin film between the polymer and the metal. 

Once this occurs the assumptions of Darnell and Mol no 

longer hold true. In the first few screw turns, however, 

their model is correct for two reasons: First, the inside 

barrel surface is hotter than the screw at this point be

cause the barrel is heated and steel has a very good ther

mal conductivity. Second, the root of the screw is not 

heated and is actually cooled by continuously contacting 

fresh feed. Also, the experimental data of Chung on fric

tion coefficients showed a large increase in coefficient 

of friction with increased temperature up to the melting 
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point of the polymer. With the temperatures for the bar

rel and screw surfaces thus established it is seen that the 

barrel surface has a higher coefficient of friction which 

leads to a force ratio of less than unity required for the 

proper conveying action. Chung believes that these few 

screw turns where true solid conveying occurs cannot by 

themselves balance the pressure forces which build up to

wards the metering end of the screw. He therefore postu

lated a new model for the conveyance of the solid plug 

which is surrounded by a film of melt on all metal sur

faces. In this model he makes a balance of the shear 

stresses within the film of viscous melt. Viscous drag 

flow is used in his model to transport a plug of solid 

surrounded by melt which extends for virtually the entire 

length of the screw. The cross sectional area of the plug 

decreases and finally disappears toward the die end of the 

screw. The driving stress for the plug to move down the 

screw channel is the shear stress generated in the melt 

film between the plug and the barrel. The balancing (re

tarding) stresses which counteract the driving stress are 

the shear stresses developed in the polymer melt between 

the plug and each of the three sides of the screw. These 

shear stresses between the plug and the screw root, the 

flight pushing side, and the flight trailing side depend on 

the velocity of the plug with respect to that specific side 



of the screw. Therefore, Chung calculated the velocities 

of the plug with respect to the screw root and to the 

flight surfaces based on the geometric relationships be

tween the screw and the barrel. In this manner the forces 

acting on all six surfaces of the plug were calculated. 

The momentum balance thus performed on the solid plug is 

applicable for a dynamic equilibrium, that is, the steady 

state movement of the plug. When steady state movement of 

the plug is achieved, the resultant of all six forces act

ing on the plug must be zero. The mathematical development 

of this model follows closely that of Darnell and Mol. The 

same nomenclature has been preserved whenever applicable. 

The development is lengthy and complex mathematically, the 

details of which are given in the original reference (11). 



CHAPTER 3 

DYNAMIC TESTING OF COMPLEX PROCESSES 

3.1' Previous Dynamic Studies 

The steady state extruder theory and the stability 

criteria tell little about the dynamics of the extrusion 

process. The time varying interactions between temperature, 

pressure, screw speed, and output rate are too little known 

to accurately predict extruder performance. The steady 

state extrusion model has been oversimplified by using the 

assumptions of steady state, Newtonian flow, and isothermal 

incompressible fluids. Without these simplifying assump

tions an analytical solution would not have been possible. 

Moreover, the steady state model is only applicable to the 

metering section and hence tells nothing about the solids 

feeding, the compression or melting section, and the die 

flow characteristics. It does not treat the entire extrud

er as a system. 

A first attempt to define the process dynamics of 

screw extruders was made by Kirby (29) and Krueger (30). 

In these articles, the authors defined a mechanism by which 

the output of the melt section of an extruder may vary with 

time. Reasons are then given to show why this mechanism can 

exist and operate in actual extruders. 

40 
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Process dynamics in the chemical engineering field 

are based primarily on the kinematics of flow and storage of 

energy and material. The article by Kirby is based on this 

concept using a simple capacitance system exemplified by a 

vented tank as shown in Figure 7. The author began by de

veloping the transient response to a step change in input 

flow rate. The resulting differential equation was written 

in terms of the rate of change of output flow rate from 

which a definition or surging was derived. Essentially, 

surging was represented as the reciprocal of the system 

time constant, written in terms of the system parameters. 

S - J_£2° 
sSi at 

_5_Q_ 
2Ah 

t = o 

(36) 

t = 0 

Q. and are the volumetric flow rates in and out of the 1 o 

tank, A is the tank cross-sectional area, and h is the depth 

of fluid in the tank. The system time constant shown in 

Equation (36) is the same as that defined in many control 

texts, namely, the product of a resistance to flow and the 

area of the tank. A factor of two was introduced by Kirby 

in Equation (3 6) due to his assumption of a non-linear re

sistance to the output flow rate expressed as 

Q0= CD V2gh (37) 
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Figure 7. Liquid Level System for Development of 
Kirby Surging Model 
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Kirby's surge model was applied to the steady state extru

sion model applicable to a non-compression metering section 

extruder. In these studies it was determined that the melt 

only partially filled the length of the screw channel so 

that the surging was actually related to the time varying 

length, L(t), of the extruder that was completely filled 

with melt. 

The surging studies of Kirby and Krueger omitted 

two factors essential to the overall description of the dy

namic extrusion process. First of these is the capacitance 

of the die cavity. In most cases the volume of the melt in 

the die is approximately the same as the melt capacity in 

the screw channel. A second omission is the change in the 

melt transport mechanism which occurs at the metering end 

of the screw. In the screw melt flow occurs due to the for

ward drag (with some pressure back flow), while in the die 

all the flow is pressure flow. In steady state operation 

the two flows are equal and may be expressed as 

drag flow - pressure back flow = die pressure flow (38) 

3.2 Development of Dynamic Mathematical Model 

Before proceeding with the actual analysis of the 

dynamic extrusion process, the synthesis route of the mathe

matical model should be described. A general route outlined 

by Murrill, Pike, and Smith (38) is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8a indicates that periodic, nonperiodic, and random 

signals impressed on dynamic systems yield data for the 

analysis, synthesis, design and compensation of such sys

tems. The actual testing would be based on a measurement 

of a system's response to a forcing function or input. 

Analysis of the response data would then yield information 

about the dynamic extruder behavior. In some cases the 

transfer function of the system may be inferred directly 

from the response data while in other cases the response 

data are further manipulated to calculate the Bode plot. The 

Bode plot in turn is then used to define the dynamic sys

tem response. 

3.3 Experimental Dynamic Testing of Complex Processes 

There are a large number of components used in man

ufacturing processes for which transfer functions are nei

ther known nor readily derived. The application of basic 

principles such as mass, momentum, and energy balances fails 

to yield a transfer function because the processes occurring 

in the components are complex and incompletely understood. 

Examples of such components are distillation towers, heat 

exchangers, chemical reactors, and also plasticating extrud

ers. Theoretical determination of the dynamic response of 

the extrudate output rate to changes in the screw rpm, pres

sures, temperatures, and polymer properties is impossible 

with the present state of extrusion knowledge. This is 



because the overall process is made up of four major, com

plex processes in series. These are: the solids conveyance 

in the feed section, the compaction and melting of the feed, 

the pumping of the melt, and the flow of the melt through 

the die. The dynamics of these processes, especially the 

first two are essentially unknown. 

A number of experimental methods have been devel

oped for the determination of the process transfer function, 

Gp(s). The common techniques that can be used to gather 

data on process and control components are transient, fre

quency response, and pulse tests. Each of the techniques 

generates data that lead to a fuller understanding of the 

process dynamics. 

3.4 Transient Response Test 

The test for transient response consists of a simple 

step change in the manipulated variable to the opened con

trol loop such as shown in Figure 9. A plot of the response 

or dependent variable, y(t), as a function of time provides 

a response curve from which the system dynamics may be ob

tained. These usually are directed toward evaluation of 

the dead time, t̂ , and the system time constants. 

3.5 Step Response of a Second Order System 

The discussion of Coughanowr and Koppel (14) shows 

that the transfer function of a second order system may be 

represented as 
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Figure 9. Input and Output Points for Open-loop Process 
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G(s) = 

+ 2£ts + 1 
(39) 

The characterization of such a second order system requires 

two parameters, t , and £, the time constant and damping co

efficient of the system. The response of the system will 

depend on the value of the damping coefficient as shown in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Influence of Damping Coefficient on Nature 
of Roots 

Case % Nature of Roots Description of Response 

I < 1 Complex Underdamped or Oscilla
tory 

II = 1 Real and Equal Critically Damped 

III > 1 Real Overdamped or Nonoscil-
latory 

The experimental results (to be presented) have shown that 

for this investigation Case I is of primary interest. If 

the forcing function is a unit step function, 

x(s) = L 
s 

(40) 

then the transfer function of the system given by Equation 

(39) may be solved for the response, Y(s). 
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1 (41) 
t2s2 + 2t£s + 1 

Equation (41) in turn can be written as 

s(s - rx)(s - r2) 
(42) 

where the roots r^ and r2 will be real or complex depending 

on the parameter £. For the case £<1/ the inversion of 

Equation (42) yields 

where the constants C^, C2, and C 3  are found by partial 

fraction expansion of Equation (42). 

are usually overdamped unless some closed loop phenomena 

are present. There are many cases, however, where the re

sponse of a second order system is underdamped as shown in 

Figure 10. Hence a number of terms are used to describe the 

underdamped response quantitatively. 

1. The overshoot is a measure of how much the response 

exceeds the ultimate value following a step change and is 

expressed as the ratio A/B of the values shown in Figure 10. 

The overshoot for a unit step may also be expressed in terms 

of the damping coefficient as shown in Equation (44) 

y(t) - + e 

Second order systems are commonly encountered, and 
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A/B = exp (- Trg/ V 1"£2) (44) 

2. The decay ratio is defined as the ratio of the sizes 

of successive peaks and is given by 

C/A = exp(- 2tt£ V l-£2) = (overshoot)2 (45) 

3. The rise time is the time required for the response 

to first reach an ordinate value of 1.0. It may be ex

pressed as 

tR = Or/2) + sin_^j (46) 

wn V1-52 

where ton is the natural frequency occurring when £ = 0 so 

that 

i"n = i (47) 

4. The frequency in radians is expressed as 

ii-z2 
w = L-f~ (48) 

This expression may be converted to a cyclical frequency, 

f, by substitution of the relationship w = 2TTf 

f 1 _ 1_ 
T 2fr 

J-" 2̂ (49) 

where T is the period of oscillation (time/cycle). 
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5. The response envelope is a curve drawn through 

successive peaks and a curve drawn through successive de

pressions as shown in Figure 10. For the curve through 

the peaks the equation is 

1.0 + exp(~£t/x) (50) 

and for the durve through the depression points it is 

1.0 - exp(-£t/x) (51) 

It should be noted that the maximum value of the normal

ized response is always less than 2.0 for times greater 

than zero. More correctly, the response will not exceed 

the limits of the envelope for a system described by a 

second order linear differential equation with constant 

coefficients. A differential equation is said to be 

linear if the dependent variable and its derivatives are 

to the first power, otherwise it is nonlinear (products of 

dependent variables or derivatives make a differential 

equation nonlinear). If the response exceeds the envelope, 

the system may either be of a higher order or it may be 

nonlinear. In no case may the response be described as 

unstable (from the control theory viewpoint) since insta

bility requires that the reponse be unbounded for a 

bounded input. 



Although the transient (step) response test is the 

easiest one to make on a process and takes the least time, 

it has several deficiencies which were listed by Forman 

(20) as: 

1. The test does not give the response of a process 

to any other signal that is not a step change. 

2. The total system response cannot be obtained by 

using data for each component. The process 

system must be tested as a whole. 

3. Stability cannot be predicted in advance. Results 

do not tell how close to instability a system may 

be. 

4. The test favors the low frequency response and 

gives no clue to the response at high frequencies. 

3.6 Pulse Testing versus Frequency Testing 

The classical method of obtaining dynamic experi

mental data is the frequency response test. This testing 

procedure involves applying a sine wave input to the open 

loop process, and observing the effect on the output. The 

system is assumed to be linear so that the sine wave is not 

distorted in passing through the system. The procedure is 

repeated using different frequencies of the input distur

bance. The test must be sustained sufficiently long to 

permit the initial transients to decay so that each 
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succeeding cycle of a given output signal is like the pre

vious one (i.e., steady state conditions). 

The sine wave methods makes a convenient form of 

analysis for linear systems because the only thing that 

changes between input and output is the magnitude and phase 

shift. The ratio between the amplitude of the output and 

input is called the magnitude ratio (amplitude ratio) and 

the phase shift is known as the phase angle. 

In order to obtain enough points to define the fre

quency response curve adequately, it is usually necessary 

to cover at least two decades (one-hundred fold variation) 

of frequency. This is a significant disadvantage in many 

cases. It is particularly time consuming for slow processes 

where one cycle per hour or longer might be required. This 

is very undesirable in actual plant testing where much off-

specification material may be produced during the testing 

period. Also, the special equipment required for the sinus

oidal input is very costly. Furthermore, for certain fast 

response systems such as rapid chemical reactions the fre

quency test method may be incompatible. 

The pulse testing method was developed to circum

vent the above mentioned test difficulties of processes in 

production operation. The pulse method involves the intro

duction of a pulse-like disturbance in an input signal by 

artificial means. By a pulse is meant a function which 
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differs from zero (or some reference value) for only a fi

nite time. Also, a pulse need not correspond to a definite 

mathematical form. The response of the system to such a 

disturbance is determined by an analysis of the variation 

in the outputs. A major requirement for the test is that 

the inputs and outputs be recognizable, and that the desired 

dynamics of the system can be excited by the pulse used (26). 

It is important to realize that one properly executed pulse 

test yields the same information' as an entire series of 

frequency response tests,- because the pulse excites a sys

tem with all frequencies at once. The desired frequency 

response is extracted by appropriate mathematical process

ing of the input-output data. Usually this is done by suit

able computer processing of the data due to the cumbersome 

mathematical manipulations. 

3.7 Mathematical- Background 

The general procedure that is used for extracting 

frequency response data from pulse data utilizes the dif

ferential equation of a system represented by Equation (52) 

y(t) = G (p)x (t) (52) 

where y(t) is the response or output, as a function of time; 

x(t) is the forcing function or input, as a function of 

time; and G(p) is a function of p, the differential operator 
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d/dt. In its transfer function form, Equation (52) is 

written as 

G(s) = y(s)/x (s) (53) 

which on substitution of the definition of the Laplace 

transform gives: 

I 
£ 

y(t)e~stdt 

G(s)=*£» (54) 

x(t)e stdt 

Since s may be replaced by jw, Equation (54) may be re

written as 

f y(t)e~3 t̂dt 
Jo 

I 
G(jco) =^5 (55) 

x(t)e - Ŵtdt 

Equation (55) is a Fourier transformation whose evaluation 

using y(t) and x(t), will yield the frequency response data 

for the system. If the mathematical form of y(t) and x(t) 

is sufficiently simple and known, then Equation (55) may be 

integrated analytically. However, such a case is seldom 

found in real systems, and numerical techniques are gener

ally used. If the Euler relationship given by Equation (56) 

is substituted into Equation (55) it will yield Equation 

(57): 
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e-jwt = cos(ut) - jsin(cot) (56) 

y (t)cos (cot)dt - j f y (t) sin (wt)dt 

G(jto) = JlL (57) 

f a I y (t) cos (cot) dt - j f 
J O  J O  

>•00 y-00 

f x (t) cos (ut)dt - j/ x (t) sin (wt)dt 
J o  J o  

It is not necessary to carry out the indicated integration 

to the limits shown, but only through the duration of the 

input pulse, Tx, and the duration of the output pulse, Ty. 

Hence, Equation (57) may be written as: 

rT y 
I y (t) [cos fat) - jsin(cot)]dt 

G(j«) = J°x—:—-—-—-— (58) 

J x(t)[cos(wt) - jsin(cot)]dt 
J o  

To facilitate the handling of the data Equation (58) may be 

written in an alternate form: 

C (w) - jD (w) 
G(jto) = 1 = 

Cx(w) - jDx(co) 
(59) 

Cy(W)Dx(w) + Dy(w)Dx(to) + j[Cy(w)Dx(u) - Dy(W)Cx(0))] 

Cy 2(w) + (Dx2(W) 

where Cy, Dy, Cx, and Dx, are defined as: 
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Cy(w) = JT y y ( t ) c o s  (wt)dt (60) 

T 
Dy(w) = J" (t) sin (wt )dt (61) 

T 
Cx(w) =/ Xx(t)cos(wt)dt (62) 

-i: 

•r J o  
D X(U) =/ Xx(t)sin(wt)dt (63) 

In this form, G(ju) provides the amplitude ratio, M, and 

the phase angle, <j>, for the system 

= |G (JOJ ) | = L/ Re2 + Im2 M = |G(ju) I = V Re^ + Im^ (64) 

<J> = tan"1 (521) ( 6 5 )  
Re 

where Re and Im are the real and imaginary parts of G(jw). 

From Equation (57), therefore 

Im = cx(a)̂ Dx((J)̂  ~ Dy (h))Cx (to) 

Cx2(w) + Dx2(w) 

Cv(a))Cx(u) + Dv(a))Dx(u) 
Re = JL 1 — (67) 

Cx2(u) + Dx2(w) 
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3.8 Numerical Integration 

The computational problem is the evaluation of 

Cy(o>), Dy(w), Cx(w), and Dx(io) at a number of different fre

quencies. In the general case y(t) and x(t) are the plots 

of experimental data, and Cy (u) , Dy (w) , Cx (w ) , and Px (u ) 

must be determined by some numerical integration routine. 

In the case of the extrusion study, the forcing function or 

input, x(t), may be the screw speed, the pressure, or a 

property of the resin. The response, y(t), would most like

ly be the mass flow rate of extrudate output but, it could 

also be any other variable other than the independent one. 

A review of the literature shows that Hougen, 

Dreifke, and their co-workers (17, 26,28) have done most of 

the work in computational evaluation by direct numerical 

techniques. The method selected in Pell's program (41) is 

Filon's integration of a quadrature which is derived from 

Simpson's rule. The equations for Filon's method are pre

sented in the article by Clements and Schnelle (12). 

3.9 Normalized Frequency Content 

Certain integration methods such as the trapezoidal 

technique, when written as finite difference equations, are 

often not adequate at high frequencies (39). The problem 

lies in the inability of such equations to describe the high 

frequency oscillations of the sinusoidal functions without 

using an unreasonable number of increments. Pell's program 
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overcomes this high frequency restriction by approximating 

y(t) and x(t) by a series of parabolic segments, then mul

tiplying the segments by sin (cot) or cos(ut) and integrating 

the product analytically. Since the trigonometric integra

tion is done analytically, errors introduced by large val

ues of to are avoided and the resulting accuracy is limited 

only by (1) segment size; (2) accuracy with which the data 

are read; and (3) the error introduced by the inability of 

the chosen approximation to actually represent the data 

(39). 

The Fourier series expansion to represent a period

ic function yields a summation of separate trigonometric 

terms. Each term in the series has a definite frequency 

and magnitude. Although there are an infinite number of 

frequencies represented, not all frequencies are present 

in a series. In general, the frequency content of a pulse 

decreases with increasing frequency. Therefore, at high 

frequencies normal experimental error becomes increasingly 

significant. 

An extensive study of possible input pulses was 

carried out by Clements and Schnelle (12). In their inves

tigation, ten simple (geometric) pulses were investigated. 

It was determined that pulse shape has a very large effect 

on frequency content, the worst case being a square pulse 

and the best being an impulse or Dirac delta function. The 
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impulse may be described as an instantaneous pulse of zero 

duration with unit area under the curve. 

In order to compare pulses with one another, it is 

convenient to define a normalized frequency content. The 

normalized frequency content is the Fourier transform of the 

pulse divided by the area of the pulse; it is always 1.0 at 

w = 0. 

S(j«>n = (68) 

For an input pulse the normalized frequency content can be 

calculated as 

Sxn(jw) 
r )Jo 

Xx(t)e Ŵtdt 

x x (t) e ^ (0) dt 

(69) 

Substitution of Equations (62) and (63) leads to an equiva

lent form of Equation (69) 

Sxn(jw) = 
<1 cx2 + Dx2 0) 
(Vc£ + D2)L 

(px2 + Dx2) 

0 CX LU = 0 

to 
(70) 

In a similar manner, a substitution of Equations (60) and 

(61) into Equation (68) leads to an expression for the nor

malized frequency content of the output pulse. 



Syn(jw) = 
( Vcy2 + Dy2)|w 

Cy |w = 0 

(71) 

It has been found that whenever the normalized frequency 

content is of the same order of magnitude as the experi

mental error, the frequency response data become unreliable. 

This means that the normalized frequency content, S(jw)n, 

should be calculated during any frequency response opera

tion in order to define the range of usefulness of the 

data. It has been found that below a normalized frequency 

content of about 0.2 errors become intolerable and the pro

gram by Pell has been programmed to terminate when the nor

malized frequency content falls below this value. 



CHAPTER 4 

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 

4.1 The Prodex Extruder 

The Prodex extruder used in this study was a 1-3/4-

inch compact model with a 24:1 L/D ratio. The machine is 

capable of a maximum throughput of 60 lb/hr of a low den

sity 9.0 MI polyethylene. Specific characteristics of the 

machine are shown below and the geometry of the screw is 

shown in Figure 11. 

Electric Load - kw 

Drive 5.6 
External Heaters 9.7 
Die Heaters 1.15 
Blowers 0.115 

Motor Drive 

U.S. Varidrive make, Veugs type 
7.5 hp; 3 50/175 rpm 
220 volt power supply, 3 phase, 60 cycle 
Manual control 

Heaters 

Gate 220 volts, 1.47 5 kw 
Cylinder 115/230 volts, 0.81 kw 

Special Accessories 

Tape (strap) die 2 x 1/8 inch 
3/4 x 1/2 x 1/2 inch (.01 inch chamfer) valve 
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Figure 11. Geometry and Dimensions of Experimental Extruder Screw 
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Screw Dimensions 

Screw Section Flight Depth No. of Turns Clearance 

Feed 
Compression 
Metering 

300 inch 
3 to .08 
08 

8 
6 

10 

005 inch 
005 
0025 

Electrical resistance heaters were used to heat the ex

truder barrel, adapter and die. These band heaters were 

bolted to the outside of the extruder barrel to transmit 

their heat by conduction into the extruder. All heaters 

with the exception of the 12 00 watt flange-adapter heater 

were controlled by variac settings. The twelve band heat

ers around the barrel were divided into two groups — one 

of eight heaters and one of four heaters.. The first eight 

in the feed and transition section of the barrel were each 

controlled by one variac, while the remaining four were 

controlled in pairs by two variacs. Two blowers located 

beneath the barrel were used for convective cooling. The 

blowers had no control provisions. During the extrusion 

operation the blowers were on while during the warm-up 

period the blowers were off. The screw had no heating or 

cooling and was operated in a so-called "neutral" manner. 

The adapter preceding the die housed a melt valve which 

could be used to regulate the back pressure of the extruder. 

A pellitized feed with an approximate bulk density 

of 35 lb/ft^ was fed into a feed throat atop the extruder 

barrel from a dry materials feeder. The feed throat was 
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water cooled to prevent bridging of the feed. The exit 

cooling water in turn was piped into a water bath through 

which the molten polymer strap passed after coming out of 

the die. A set of nip rollers whose speed was adjusted 

with a varidrive motor provided the tension for drawing the 

strap through the water bath. 

4.2 Instrumentation 

Present trends in the extrusion field are toward a 

permanent record type pressure and temperature monitoring 

system (25,36,42). The system at The University of Arizona 

utilized type J (iron-constantan) thermocouples and 

"Dynisco", bridge-type, strain gauge pressure transducers. 

The output signal of the termocouples varied from 10 to 20 

millivolts in the 200 to 600 °F temperature range, while the 

output of the strain gauges varied between 0 and 20 milli

volts for all ranges of the transducers. The present system 

included the following transducers: one 0-10,000 psig, two 

0-3,000 psig, and one 0-1,500 psig combination transducer 

and thermocouple. In order to operate the strain gauges an 

external 6 vdc excitation was required. This excitation 

voltage was supplied by the "Dynisco" PS101 power supply 

signal conditioner, a unit especially adapted to the strain 

gauges. The specifications of the PS101 unit are shown as 

follows; 
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Specifications of PS101 Unit. 

Output 

Span Adjustment 

Zero Balance Adjustment 

Shunt Calibration 

Power requirements 

Temperature range 

Regulation 

Ripple 

Load resistance 

6.2 vdc maximum 

Continuously adjustable output 
2.5 to 6.2 volts 

± 8 mv/v when applied to a 350 
ohm Wheatstone bridge 

Switching and terminal con
nections provided for shunt 
calibration resistors in
stalled either on the PS101 
or internal to the trans
ducer . 

Optional 110 or 220 vac, 50-60 
cps 

40 to 120 °F 

Less than 0.1 percent output 
variation with up to 10 per
cent change in line voltage 

0.5 mv maximum 

300 ohms minimum 

The hook-up between the power supply and the strain gauge 

was made with a four conductor cable as shown in Figure 12; 

also shown is the relationship between the power supply re

quired for excitation, the strain gauge, and the millivolt 

readout system. 

4.3 Millivolt Readout System 

The millivolt readout system was used for early 

work and for calibration. The "Digitek" system is composed 

of two slow speed digital voltmeters and a ten channel 
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Figure 12. Strain Gauge Wiring Diagram for a 4-Conductor Cable 
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analog signal scanner. The digital voltmeters have full 

scale sensitivities of 10 and 2 0 millivolts. The worst 

case, full scale conversion time, is one second. Analog 

signals are sequentially selected by the scanner and di

rected to one of the two digital voltmeters. Each volt

meter is precise to + 0.05mv. This precision corresponds 

to an accuracy of better than 1.5 °P in the temperature 

range associated with the extrusion process. In the case 

of pressure signals, the precision corresponds to 25 psig 

for the 0-10,000 psig gauge and 3.75 psig for the 0-1,500 

psig gauge. Both voltmeters are connected to an "Olivetti-

Underwood" printer, which is automatically actuated after 

analog selection and conversion. 

4.4 Modified Data Acquisition System 

Although the millivolt readout system was the least 

expensive way of data acquisition, it did have several draw

backs which made it cumbersome for dynamic extruder studies. 

The full scale excursion time of one second limited the re

cording of events whose frequency was less than one cycle 

per second. Moreover, a digital printout on paper tape was 

inconvenient since the millivolt readouts had to be con

verted to temperature and pressure units. A more flexible 

system which gave both analog and digital readouts is shown 

schematically in Figure 13. The constituent components of 
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Figure 13. Data Acquisition System for Experimental Studies 
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this system are the signal conditioning amplifiers, the ana

log computer, the digital computer, the display oscillo

scope, and the eight channel recorder. 

The signal conditioning amplifiers designated as 

TCT and MVT amplify the temperature and pressure signals 

from the millivolt stage to the 1-5 volt range. During the 

investigation three MVT and two TCT amplifiers were used. 

The voltage signal for the screw speed required no amplifi

cation; however, the voltage signal had to be rectified as 

shown in Figure 14. 

An Electronics Associates, PACE, eight channel os

cillograph was used for preliminary trend observations of 

temperatures and pressures during initial dynamic runs. In

put signals for the recorder were taken directly from the 

MVT and TCT amplifiers. However, further amplification was 

available (if desired) on the analog computers within the 

department. 

The Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-9 is a fast, 

general purpose digital computer. As it exists in the Col

lege of Mines Computing Center, the PDP-9 has 8000 words of 

core memory, (of 18 bits each) addressable in 1.0 micro

second. The PDP-9 can perform an addition or subtraction 

in 2.0 microseconds. Paper tape and teletype peripheral 

equipment is used in conjunction with the central processor. 

FORTRAN and assembly language programs may be conveniently 
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run on the PDP-9. Computer programs have been written to 

perform control and timing of the data acquisition system. 

These programs are fully compatible with user-written 

FORTRAN programs. 

The data acquisition facility of the College of 

Mines Computation center is composed of a Raytheon 14 bit 

analog to digital converter, ADC, acting under the control 

of the PDP-9. The Raytheon "Multiverter" selects one of 

sixteen high level, ± 100 volt analog signals and converts 

the voltage to a digital word, stored in computer memory 

for subsequent computation or printout. The conversion 

system can acquire up to 33,000 samples of up to 16 analog 

waveforms per second with an accuracy and precision of less 

than ± 20 millivolts for a 100 volt signal. Program SAMPLER 

handles the acquisition of data, providing full control of 

channel selection and sampling rate. 

4.5 System Utilization 

The actual components of the data acquisition sys

tem as shown in Figure 13 were installed in two separate 

locations. The first location peripheral to the extruder 

contained the millivolt readout system and the strip chart 

recorder. The millivolt system was visually monitored for 

determing steady state operation in terms of pressure and 

temperature prior to imposed upsets which were used to cause 

a dynamic response. The millivolt readout system was also 



used to check the calibration of the pressure transducers 

prior to each day's run. The extruder electronics facili

ties were interfaced with the computation and readout equip

ment (located some 80 to 100 feet distant) by means of a 

shielded instrumentation cable. A permanent record of data 

generated on the extruder were obtained in digital form on 

the PDP-9 computer and in analog form on the eight channel 

strip chart recorder. The digital data stored in the PDP-9 

were subsequently analzyed to determine the system response 

of the extruder in terms of a transfer function. The strip 

chart data were supplementary to the digital data which were 

more accurate due to inherent errors in reading charts. 

4.6 Extruder Start-up Procedure 

The start-up and operating instructions for the 

Prodex extruder are given in the company operating manual 

which should be consulted for familiarization and mainten

ance details. In the following procedure reference should 

be made to Figure 15 for instrumentation and extruder com

ponents. The general procedure consisted of turning on 

the water to the feed box after which the main electric 

power was turned on. 

The extruder was brought up to operating temperature 

by switching on the variacs for each band heater to 8 0 per

cent full power. The die heater variac was set at 100, 

which corresponds to 390 - 400 °P. After about one hour 
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the temperature recordings were started on the millivolt re

corder to check the heating progress of the extruder. The 

heating of the extruder barrel usually required two hours 
\ 

before the polymer within the die and barrel was sufficient

ly molten to start the operation. When the stock temperature 

reached 380 - 400 °F, the machine was considered hot enough 

to start without shearing the screw by the viscous polymer. 

The cooling trough for the strap product was filled with wa

ter and the compressor was started to supply air for the nip 

rollers. The air supply to the hip rollers was adjusted to 

20 psig, and the speed of the varidrive motor which powers 

the nip rollers was adjusted to give a take-up speed of ap

proximately one foot per second. A final calibration of the 

pressure transducers was made by obtaining a readout on the 

millivolt meter for the zero and 8 0 percent full scale con

ditions. Both zero and span adjustments were made on the 

back of each PS101 unit to give readings on the millivolt 

meter which agreed with the factory calibration figures pro

vided with each instrument. 
I 

Next, the extruder drive was started and its speed 

was adjusted to 40 rpm. The feed motor was turned on and 

its speed was set to deliver the correct amount of pellet 

polymer feed so that the extruder was neither starved nor 

overflowing at the feed hopper. The molten strap product 

coming out of the die was threaded through the water bath 

and fed to the nip rolls. The controls of the heaters, the 
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screw speed, and the die valve opening were set at the de

sired steady state positions and for 30 minutes the extruder 

was allowed to come to steady state operating conditions. 

In the time during which the extruder was lined 

out, the computer data sampling system was started. The 

multiverter was turned on, and the SAMPLER program was read 

into the computer. 

4.7 Static Calibration of Pressure Transducers 

The pressure transducers were calibrated prior to 

installation in the extruder to obtain reliability data on 

these instruments. The calibration test consisted of in

stalling a transducer in parallel with a Bourdon test gauge 

in the hydraulic system of a "Pasadena" thermoplastic mold

ing press. This press is capable of pressures up to 40,000 

psig. The strain gauge was zero and span adjusted (accord

ing to factory calibration specifications) on the power 

supply units used for excitation of the gauges. A readout 

of the calibration signal was obtained on the "Digitek" 

millivolt meter corresponding to zero and 8 0 percent of the 

full scale span. After the gauges were zero and span ad

justed, the pressure was incrementally increased and simul

taneous readings were taken on both the test gauge and the 

millivolt meter. After the full scale reading was obtained, 

the pressure was incrementally decreased and the measure

ments were repeated. The calibration data are shown in 
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Tables A-l, A-2, and A-3 of Appendix A. Calibration 

curves (Figure A-l through A-3) shown in Appendix A indi

cate that the limiting error was the accurate reading of 

the test gauge. It was concluded that the straight line 

relationship obtained by using the values of zero and 8 0 

percent full scale output described the pressure readings 

with less than ± 0.5 percent full scale as quoted in the 

company literature. 

4.8 Thermocouple and Pressure 
Transducer Calibration for Computer Printout 

In the computer sampled data it is advantageous to 

have the computer convert voltage readings back into their 

corresponding temperatures, pressures and screw speeds. In 

order to determine the relationships between the voltages 

and the extruder operating variables the entire data acqui

sition was calibrated so that computer read voltages could 

be translated into the machine operating variables. For the 

transducers the voltages were read for zero and 80 percent 

full scale excursion, while for the thermocouples the volt

ages were read as the thermocouples were immersed in ice 

water, boiling water, and pure lead metal having a 

melting point at 620 °F. The screw speed was determined vi

sually with a stop watch and the voltage signal for the 

range of 4 0 to 12 0 rpm was read along with the pressure and 
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temperature signals. Based on these measurements the cali

bration equations are: 

T1 = (V-0.060)/0.02647058 + 32.0 (72) 

T2 = (V-0.060)/0.02767973 + 32.0 (73) 

T3 = (V-0.18)/0.02464052 + 32.0 (74) 

P2 = (V-2.59)/0.00270416 • (75) 

P3 a (V-1.33)/0.00087125 (76) 

N = (V-2.08)/0.05475 + 40.0 (77) 

PI, P2, and P3 refer to the transducers numbered 34950, 

34949, and 33974 i~espectively. The units of the above equa

tions are °F, psig, and rpm. The equations were incoi-por-

ated directly into the SAMPLER program so that the final 

printout was in the proper converted units. 

4.9 Data Logging Procedure 

The automatic recording of the temperatures, pres

sures, and screw speed consisted of reading the SAMPLER pro

gram into the PDP-9 digital computer. The multiverter was 

switched on in the back of the computer and sense switches 2, 

3, and 4 were put in the up position. After pressing the 10 

reset and start switches on the computer console, the sam

pling frequency, the first channel to be sampled and the 

last channel to be sampled were read into the computer by 



teletype. This starts the sampling of data on channel one. 

The program is written so that the computer will not go 

through the data logging routine until a voltage greater 

than 1.0 volts is sensed on channel one. The purpose of 

sampling only channel one is to control the data logging 

from the vicinity of the extruder. It is accomplished by 

disconnecting the signal wire of the screw speed channel 

(channel one) on the patchboard where the signal cable en

ters the conduit next to the extruder. With the extruder 

running and the experimental run about to start, the com

mand to start logging data is given to the computer by 

patching in the signal cable of channel one. 

The frequency of sampling is controlled by reading 

in the number of clock pulses as mentioned previously. One 

clock pulse is 1/60 of a second. The number of clock pulses 

is equal to the pause time of the computer between succes

sive samplings of channels one through six. The shortest 

time between successive samplings of all six channels is 

1.16 seconds when the sampling frequency is set to one clock 

pulse. Longer times between samples are obtained by appro

priately increasing the number of clock pulses. 

The computer storage capacity (memory) allowed for 

slightly over 200 samplings of six channels when the F for

mat of data storage was used. The storage space may be ex

tended to 600 samplings if the I format is used since 

integer storage requires only one word as compared to three 
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for the floating point mode. Suitable changes would have to 

be made in the SAMPLER program to expand the storage. 

I 
4.10 Step Testing Procedure 

In order to step test the extruder a steady state 

condition of all operating variables was established. To 

ascertain steady state conditions all variables were moni

tored for at least fifteen minutes. Two types of step 

change tests were then performed. The first type consisted 

of switching from one resin type to another while monitor

ing output rate, pressures, and temperatures at constant 

screw speed. A second type of step change consisted of 

making a sudden change in screw speed. The speed change 

was made in two different ways: The first was to stop the 

extruder drive by switching power off and then switching 

the power on so that the extruder speed builds back to 40 

rpm. A second way to step change the screw speed was to 

operate at a steady rpm and then suddenly increase to a 

higher or decrease to a lower rpm. This was done by hand 

operation of the variable-speed control. Again the output 

rate, pressures, temperatures, and screw speed were moni

tored before, during and after the step change was made. 

4.11 Pulse Testing Procedure 

In the pulse testing method the extruder was also 

brought to steady state conditions. After these were 
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achieved, the computer data logging was started. The pre-

pulse test conditions were recorded for approximately 30 to 

60 seconds. The extruder speed was then increased from 4 0 

to 120 rpm as quickly as possible and then in a similar man

ner decreased to 40 rpm. The change in the extruder speed 

produced a roughly triangular input pulse whose duration 

was approximately 10 seconds. Coinciding with the start of 

the pulse, the ribbon of plastic leaving the die was marked 

by contacting it with a thread of plastic which melted into 

the ribbon as it emerged from the die. The ribbon could 

then be divided into shorter intervals to obtain output 

rates at second intervals. The take-up speed of the ribbon 

was approximately one foot per second so that output rates 

were measured by weighing the one foot sections of plastic 

ribbon. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

5.1 Steady State Extrusion Behavior 

For purposes of familiarization with the extruder 

and resins used in this study, the steady state results are 

presented first. The characterization of the extrusion 

process in terms of the steady state results is then used 

for comparison purposes with the dynamic behavior. 

The steady state output rates for two resin systems 

are shown in Figure 16 as a function of screw speed. The 

first one is a low density (p = 0.926g/cm^), 9.3 MI resin 

used in the majority of experimental runs. Run 34 repre

sented in Figure 16 was repeated in Run 35 and the output 

rate behavior was found to be the same. A complete tabula

tion of the data for the steady state runs numbered 34 and 

35 is shown in Appendix B, Tables B-l and B-2. The output 

rate was found to be a straight line relationship of screw 

speed as predicted from the basic extrusion equation as 

shown in Equation (23) . No loss in output was observed 

which the second term of Equation (23) predicts. The pre

dicted loss in output may be caused by two factors which 

are the back pressure flow and the viscosity change. The 

83 
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Figure 16. Steady State Output Rate as Function of Screw 
Speed 
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viscosity change as a function of temperature may be ex

pressed as an Arrhenius type equation 

ri = u0exp(- b/T) (78) 

As discussed in steady state extrusion theory, a 10 °P rise 

in the melt temperature would at most cause a two or three 

percent loss in output rate. Since the temperature fluctua

tion was less than 10 °F, negligible loss can be attributed 

to viscosity changes. 

The pressure profiles (Appendix B, Tables B-l and 

B-2) varied widely in Runs 34 and 35, and yet the output 

rates between the two runs were identical except for the ex

perimental errors of measurement which lead to a one or two 

percent difference. These results agree with recent obser

vations of Carley (8) using a similar size extruder. He, 

too, found that the drag flow equation closely predicted the 

output rate in the metering zone and that the losses due to 

pressure back flow were small. 

A least square fit was applied to the data of Run 34 

which filled the following coefficients to the drag flow 

equation as a function of screw speed. 

Q = 0.56033N - 4.516 (79) 

The above equation, using the data of Run 34, had a calcu

lated r2 value of 0.99957. The quantity r2 is- a measure of 
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the fit between the calculated output rate using Equa

tion (79) and the actual data points. If it is assumed that 

each predicted value is in error by some constant frac

tion e, the following relationship defines r2 

e2 = i_ r2 (80) 

Hence, the error at each point may be calculated as 

e2 = 1. - 0.99957 

or e = 0.021 

This indicates that the error per point is two percent. 

In a similar manner the combined data of Runs 34 and 

35 was used to evaluate the coefficients a and 3 in the fol

lowing equation: 

Q = aN - BAP (81) 

Where AP = pressure drop across metering section, the evalu

ated coefficients gave the equation: 

Q = 0.5667N - 0.0004812AP (82) 

The calculated r2 value for the two coefficient models was 

0.999405. Hence, e2 - 0.9994 

and e = 0.024 

The calculated error per point is 2.4 percent. It is seen 

that the second term which incorporates the pressure and 
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viscosity change in the metering section is insignificant 

and contributes little to the steady state model as evaluat

ed from these data. 

The steady state production rate of superfloss mas-

terbatch (35 percent SiC>2 dispersed in a 5.5 MI, 0.922 g/cm^ 

density resin) was also determined to differentiate between 

it and the previous resin. The production rate of the sili

ca filled resin (Run 53) is also shown as a function of 

screw speed in Figure 16. Again a straight line relation

ship was observed, however, the production rate did not co

incide with that of the 9 MI unfilled resin. The steady 

state production rate for this resin is given by Equa

tion (83) . 

Q = 0.643N - 2.60 (33) 

A large part of the increased production rate of the filled 

resin is due to the increased density (1.10 as compared to 

0. 926 g/cm-3). The rheological data of this filled resin ob

tained on an Instron rheometer behaved essentially the same 

as a higher molecular weight pure polyethylene with a melt 

index of 1.9. 

5.2 Steady State Material and Energy Balance 

The power (current) requirements (at 205 volts) for 

steady state production as a function of screw speed were 

also determined and are shown in Figure 17. The current 
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Figure 17. Power Requirements as Function of Screw Speed 
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(amperage) requirements of the extruder when it is "running 

dry" (no pressure or product output) with PE 114 resin wet

ting the screw and barrel at the temperatures reported in 

Run 34 were 9.0 amperes at 40 rpm, 9.2 amperes at 70 rpm, 

and 9.8 amperes at 120 rpm. This indicates that a virtual

ly constant amount of viscous dissipation occurs as long as 

the screw and barrel surfaces are wetted with polymer melt. 

A material and energy balance for steady state 

Run 34 was made using the thermodynamic data of Maddock (33) 

These data are an enthalpy plot as a function of temperature 

for low density polyethylene. The total enthalpy change for 

the mass flow rate of resin (production rate) is given by 

AHM = (H2 - HDQ <84) 

where Hi and H2 are the enthalpy values in Btu/lb reported 

by Maddock. Values of 5.0 and 254.5 Btu/lb (at 8 0' °F and 

400 Q{F respectively and one atmosphere) were used in the cal

culations. The power output of the motor was taken as the 

product of the current, a measured voltage (205 volts), and 

a typical power factor for induction motors which varies as 

a function of the load. The power delivered to the screw 

was taken as 95 percent of the motor power output with the 

remaining five percent assumed as mechanical and frictional 

losses. A tabulation of these calculations is shown in 

Table 2. These calculations show that the power delivered 



Table 2. Energy Balance Tabulation, Run 34 

Screw 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Current to 
Motor 
(Amps) 

Assumed 
Power 
Factor 

Power 

(Watts) 

Output 

(Btu/hr) 

Power to 
Screw* 
(Btu/hr) 

Polymer 
Melt, AHm 
(Btu/hr) 

39.4 11.5 .58 1,370 4,670 4,440 4,530 

49.9 12.2 .61 1,525 5,200 4,940 5,840 

61.1 13.8 .68 1,920 6,550 6,210 7,220 

71.8 15.1 .76 2,350 8,010 7,600 8,800 

84.4 17.2 .86 3,030 10,300 9,780 10,300 

93.6 18.8 .92 3,540 12,060 11,450 11,700 

104.4 21.0 .92 3,950 13,450 12,770 13,000 

115.0 22.8 .92 4,300 14,650 13,900 14,300 

129.0 25.5 .92 4,810 16,400 15,600 15,800 

*Frictional and mechanical losses assumed to be five percent. 
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to the screw is always within 1000 Btu/hr of the rate of 

enthalpy change of the resin. The additional 1000 Btu/hr 

or less is transferred to the resin in the feed section 

where the heat transfer rate is favored by the temperature 

difference between the resin and the barrel. This heat 

transfer into the resin more than compensates for heat loss

es encountered in the transition and metering sections where 

the melt temperature rises slightly (approximately 10 

above the barrel temperature. 

5.3 Transient Response to a Change in Resins 

Occasionally, in extrusion it is desired to switch 

from one quality or grade to another grade with a minimum 

production of intermediate, off-specification product. This 

is the "follow-up" or servomechanism problem and is also 

set point control (5). The servomechanism part of the prob

lem is based on the assumption that there is no change in 

the load (operating variables other than the control varia

ble) and we are interested in changing the controlled 

variable (resin grade) according to some prescribed function 

of time. For this problem, the set point (synonym for the 

desired value of the controlled variable) would be changed 

in accordance with the desired variation in the controlled 

variable. Set point control is that part of the control 

problem which maintains the steady state difference between 
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the set point and the measured variable at zero or an ac

ceptably small value. 

In order to study this change in resins a steady 

state condition was established at 4 0 rpm using the PE 114 

resin of 9 MI and then making a sudden switch to the 

35 percent SiC>2 filled PE 117 resin. The extrusion rate and 

operating variables were monitored as the changeover was 

made until a new steady state was established. A normalized 

output rate defined as 

Q(t) - Qi 
° • of, - o-; <85> 

was calculated where 

Q(t) = the output rate at time t 

Qi.s. = the initial steady state output rate 

Qf.s. = the final steady state output rate 

The operating conditions and output rates for Run 53 are 

shown in Table B-3 of Appendix B. Calculated normalized 

output rates and melt pressures based on these data are 

shown in Table 3. 

Figure 18 shows a plot of the normalized output 

rate as a function of time. This type of plot is some

times known as process reaction curve, particularly if the 

step response is treated as a first order response. Assum

ing a first order response, the dead time may be evaluated 
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Table 3. Normalized Output Rates and Melt Pressures, Run 53. 

ÎIie ® pdie pvalve ^transition 
(mm.) 

0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 — — —  

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.021 0.0 0.0 

3 0.021 0.0 0.0 

4 0.011 0.0 0.0 

5 0.053 0.0 0.0 

6 0.173 0.0 0.0 0.102 

7 0.318 0.04 0.048 0.184 

8 0.515 0.08 0.116 0.267 

9 0.685 0.20 0.213 0.500 

10 0.833 0.28 0.320 0.432 

11 0.907 0.40 0.437 0.403 

12 1.0 0.487 0.524 0.581 

13 0.98 0.60 0.622 0.487 

14 1.0 0.679 0.670 0.694 

15 1.0 0.762 0.737 0.563 

16 1.0 0.800 0.786 0.800 

17 1.0 0.786 0.756 

44 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.619 
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graphically by drawing a tangent through the point of in

flection of the process reaction curve. The point of inter

section of the tangent line with the abscissa is taken as 

the apparent dead time. The apparent time constant is 

calculated as 

Qu 
M 

T = ~ (86) 

where §u is the ultimate value of Q and M is the slope of 

the tangent line. The values obtained from Figure 18 are 

5.3 minutes for the dead time, and 5.2 minutes for T, 

the time constant. The open loop transfer function for the 

first order response is 

Kexp (- Tfls) 
GP< S> - rs + l <87) 

and the differential equation which describes this response 

is given as 

A 

5? = x(t ~ Td) ~ ® (88) 

where x(t) is the input forcing function. The solution to-

Equation (8 9) for a unit step forcing function is: 

Q = 1.0 - exp[- (t - Td)/x] (89) 

Using the estimated apparent dead time and time constant, 

values of the normalized output rate were calculated and 
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compared with the experimentally determined values. The 

dotted curve in Figure 18 shows the predicted values using 

the assumed first order model. The curve of the first order 

model falls considerably below the true response curve, 

although it does show the same general trends. For deter

mining controller settings the assumed first order process 

reaction curve is often sufficient (13). However, for 

characterization of the. system a more sophisticated approach 

is required. 

The graphical method of Oldenbourg and 

Sartorius (4 0) may often be used to evaluate the time con

stants of a second order model. Referring to Figure 18, 

this method measures the distance, Tc, on the abscissa be

tween the point of inflection on the response curve and the 

intersection of the tangent line with the line representing 

the ultimate value of the response. A second distance, Ta, 

is measured on the abscissa between the points of intersec

tion of the tangent line on the abscissa and the line of 

ultimate value for the response. The values obtained are 

5.2 for Ta and 3.0 for Tc respectively. The ratio of 

Tc/Ta = 0.578 was calculated next since it describes the 

nature of the time constants of the system. A ratio of 

Tc/Ta < 0.735 indicates that the system is underdamped. 

The method of Oldenbourg and Sartorius is not applicable 

because underdamped systems have imaginary roots in the 
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denominator of Gp which makes a graphical solution impossi

ble. 

Knowing with virtual certainty that the response was 

probably underdamped and second order, the evaluation of the 

time constant and the dead,time was made by using a nonlin

ear optimization program available within the Department of 

Chemical Engineering which evaluated the coefficients of 

Equation (43) as discussed in the theory. Equation (90) 

shows the results of the evaluated time constants and coef

ficients. 

§ = 1.04 + exp (0 .706t - 9.04) [0 . 6315cos(\/l- (0 .706) 2t"g9̂ 4) 

+ 2.06sin(|fl- (0.706)2 -g J 0̂4)] (90) 

A fit for an overdamped model was also tried since any two 

time constant model will usually give an adequate approxi

mation for the response of a real system. The results of 

this evaluation are shown in Equation (91). 

Q = 1.0 - 0.815exp[- (t - 7.192)/4.27] 

+ 0.1792exp[- (t-7.192)/15.607] <91) 

Table 4 summarizes the evaluated coefficients of the three 

models while Figure 19 shows the predicted response curve 

for each model and the experimentally determined response 

curve. A comparison of the response curves shows that the 

second order underdamped model gave the best agreement with 



Table 4. Transfer Functions and Solutions of Equations With Evaluated 
Coefficients, Run 53. 

Model 
Transfer 
Function 

Differential 
Equation 
Form Solution of Differential Eq. 

1st order exp(-5.35) 
5.2s+l 

dQ 
=x(t-TD)-Q Q=1•0-exp [ (t-5.3)/5.2] 

2nd order 
underdamped 

exp (-9.04) 

(8.439)2S2 + 
T
2 d_Q+2£T|2 

A 

2 (8.434) (.7064)5+1 +Q=x(t) 

Q=1.04+exp(-.706t-904) 

[. 6315cos Dl-(.706)2t"9-°f + 
8.44 

2. 06sin ill- f. 706) 2̂ -~9« 04 
8.44 

2nd exp(-7.192) .2 d Q, 
A 

dQ 
overdamped (4.27s+l) (15. 6075+1) T dt~+2̂ Tdt 

+Q + x(t) 

Q=1.0-0.815exp[- (t-7.192)/4.27] 

+ 0.1792exp[-(t-7.192)/15.607] 

VD 
CO 
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the experimental results, but the two-time constant over-

damped model was almost equally good. Both second order 

models show a zero initial slope as determined experimen

tally; however, the first order model does not. 

The residence time for the polymer in the extruder 

may be calculated by dividing the total volume of the screw 

channel by the extrusion rate. Such a calculation was made 

using the output rate of 16.6 lb/hr at 40 rpm for PE 114. 

The volume of the screw channel (calculated from the screw 

geometry) was 4 9.8 in^. The total volume was subdivided 

for each screw section since the resin density changes as 

the resin moves through the extruder. Densities of 45.0, 

51.3, and 48.7 lb/ft-* were estimated for the feed, transi

tion and metering sections respectively. Using a value of 

23.6 in^ for the volume of the screw feed section the fol

lowing residence time was calculated for that section: 

1 hr. 45.0 lb. 23.6 in3 ft3 60 min. 
16.6 lb. ft3 1728 in3 hr 

= 2.22 min. (92) 

Similarly using volumes of 17.6, 8.6, and 3.5 in-* for the 

transition section, metering section, and die cavity the 

calculated residence times were 1.90, 0.87, and 0.35 min

utes respectively. The total residence time was thus found 

to be 5.34 minutes. The dead time or distance-velocity lag 
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determined experimentally (see Figure 18) was 5.3 minutes. 

A comparison of the calculated residence time and the dead 

time gives the following information about the extrusion 

system: A dead time approaching the calculated residence 

time would indicate conditions approaching plug flow in the 

extruder, while a short dead time would indicate a velocity 

distribution in the screw channel and axial mixing of the 

melt. A qualitative indication of the amount of mixing in 

the extruder is given by the slope of the response curve. 

A response curve approaching a step change is indicative of 

plug flow while a gradual change indicates axial mixing. 

The experimentally determined dead time of 5.3 minutes shows 

that an additional period of time (seven minutes according 

to Figure 18) is required unitl the old resin in swept out 

of the "dead zones" in the extruder channel and die. 

An estimate of the internal mixing in each section 

of the extruder may also be made by calculating an "Inter

nal Mixing Ratio", I.M.R., defined as 

T M p _ output from positive displacement of screw 
actual output (93) 

For the feed section the following calculation was made for 

the output predicted from positive displacement: 

Q = 2.95 in3 4 0 rev 60 min 1 ft3 45 lb 
rev. min. hr 1728 in3 ft3 
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Thus the calculated I.M.R. is 185/16.6 or 11.1. In a sim

ilar manner the output predicted from positive displacement 

of the metering section was found to be 57.8 lb/hr which 

gives an I.M.R. of 3.48. The higher I.M.R. for the feed 

section is attributed to the feed rotating with the screw 

inside the barrel. An I.M.R. greater than one in the me

tering section indicates back-flow and transverse flow of 

melt. 

In a manner identical to the normalized output rate, 

the melt pressures were also normalized as shown in Table 3. 

A plot of the normalized die pressure data is shown in Fig

ure 2 0 and the plot of the valve pressure is shown in 

Figure 21. The data of the transition melt pressure fluctu

ated too much to actually fit the data with a model. How

ever, it showed the same trends and behavior as the output 

rate and the other two pressures. The temperatures showed 

little variation (see Table B-3) and although the tempera

tures increased by approximately 10 °F during the experi

mental run, the fluctuations were too erratic and the 

overall change too small to determine a mathematical fit of 

the data. The product temperature swing closely followed 

the on-off cycle of the die heater which was relay con

trolled and cycled with a period of five to ten minutes. 

The normalized die and valve pressures showed second 

order behavior which permitted the evaluation of the dead 
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time, time constants, and damping ratio. Again two forms of 

the second order model were tried using underdamped and 

overdamped forms of response. The form for the two unequal 

time constant, overdamped, equation was 

P = 1.0 + Ciexp [- (t - Td)/x1] + C2exp[- (t- Ta)/T2] (95) 

while the form for the two equal time constant,•underdamped 

model is given by 

P = Ci + exp[- £(t - Td/T] C2cos 

+ C3sin \fi_ £2(t " Td} (96) 

The evaluated constants and coefficients for the die and 

valve pressures are shown in Table 5. Figures 20 and 21 

show the normalized die and valve pressure response ai^d the 

predicted values based on the second order models as given 

by Equations (95) and (96) . Again it was found that the 

underdamped model gave a better fit to the experimental data 

as predicted from the ratio Tc/Ta of the Oldenbourg and 

Sartorius method. 

5.4 Transient Response to a Step Change' in Screw Speed 

The response to a step change in screw speed was 

made while both PE 114 resin and also the silica-filled 

resin were extruded. The results of the silica-filled resin 

are presented first. Figure 22 shows the results of a step 



Table 5. Evaluated Constants and Coefficients for Second Order Response 
Models of Die and Valve Pressures, Run 53 

I 

Underdamped Model 

Die 
Pressure 

Cl 

1.17 x 10 -3 

?d 

0.2812 16.17 2 2 . 2 2  

C2 

0.8354 1.992 

Valve 
Pressure 8.70 x 10~4 0.643 11.28 15.98 0.459 2.156 

Overdamped Model 

Die 
Pressure 

Cl Td 

1.184 8.578 

C2 

9.303 0.360 

T2 

46.717 

Valve 
Pressure 1.094 11.447 11.202 0.568 36.58 

H 
© 
cn 
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change from 40 to 60 rpm for the extrusion of the silica-

filled resin. The complete response data for the pressures 

and temperatures are shown in Tables B-4 and B-5 of 

Appendix B. In contrast to the resin change test, the screw 

speed changes have a very fast response with virtually zero 

dead time. This is to be expected since pressure is trans

mitted at the speed of sound through the medium and the die 

flow is solely pressure dependent. The system is seen to be 

highly underdamped almost to the point where the response 

enveloped limits are exceeded. The decay ratio and the 

overshoot may be estimated directly from Figure 22 as 

discussed in the theory section. The decay ratio and the 

overshoot are subsequently used to calculate the damping co

efficient and time constant. The damping coefficient and 

time constant thus estimated are used as starting values in 

the nonlinear optimization program to model the response 

according to a second order underdamped system. The dotted 

curve in Figure 22 shows the predicted response given by 

Equation (97) in which the time constant, dead time, and 

damping coefficient have been optimized to best describe the 

experimentally measured response. 
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Q = 0.9296 +exp[- 0.08 996 (t - 1.38 x10"3)/0.9535] - 0.9258cos 

|l- (0.08996)2 (t " i'fj 10 3)1 

+ " Q.230s±nll/l- (0. 08996) 2 (t " 0*9535 10 3) 1 (97) 

The estimated time constant, dead time, and damping 

coefficient along with the values calculated from the optim

ization program are shown below. 

Decay 
ratio Overshoot Period K T 

Estimated values. 0.45. . 0.78 6 seconds 0.12 . P.,9 5 Estimated values. . P.,9 5 

Optimized values .0899 0.953 

It is seen that the time constant is closely estimated from 

the graphical values, but the damping coefficient is more 

sensitive for highly underdamped responses such as this. 

For underdamped systems the damping coefficient varies 

between the limits 

045*1.0 (98) 

with the degree of underdamping increasing as £ approaches 

zero. For the case at hand it is seen that the system is 

highly underdamped. Examination of the pressure data in 

Table B-4 of Appendix B shows that the valve and screen 

pressures also followed an underdamped response. 
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Underdamped response is easily recognized by the overshoot 

past the final equilibrium value. 

The screw speed step change was repeated using the 

same silica-filled resin. However, in this case the change 

was made from 60 to 80 rpm. The tabulated data of the oper

ating conditions are shown in Table B-6 of Appendix B while 

Table B-7 shows the output rate data and the corresponding 

normalized output rates. Figure 23 shows the normalized 

output rate response. The results shown in Figure 23 are 

similar to those shown in Figure 22. The graphically 

determined values are: 0.7 for the overshoot, 0.45 for the 

decay ratio, 0.12 for the damping coefficient, 5.0 seconds 

for the period and 0.8 0 seconds for the time constant. 

Numerous step change tests in screw speed were also 

performed with the low density PE 114 resin. Typical of the 

results of these transient responses is the normalized out

put rate for Run 43 shown in Figure 24. Tabulated data for 

Run 43 and also for Runs 44, 45 and 47 are shown in 

Appendix B, Tables B-8, B-9, B-10, and B-ll. Figure 24 

shows that the underdamped response differs little from the 

previously determined responses for the silica-filled resin. 

Referring to Figure 24 the question is posed when will an 

underdamped system such as the extruder convert to a higher 

order response or exceed its linear response limits. The 

ISA practices (20) recommend that the input step to the 
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system should not exceed 1 to 10 percent of the total span 

in order te remain in the linear response range. This is 

the case for Runs 43, 44, 45, and 47. The response envelope 

drawn in Figure 10 shows the limits of the constant coeffi

cient response for a second order underdamped system. 

Stability, on the other hand, as pointed out in the theory 

section cannot be predicted ahead of time nor does the 

response show how close to instability is the system. 

5.5 Derivative Action Response to a Step Test 

A second question which this particular step test of 

screw speed must answer is how close the input signal repre

sents a true step change. The screw speed as a function of 

time for Run 43 (plotted in Figure 24) shows that the time 

required for setting the final value of the screw speed is 

of the same order as the rise time (time when response first 

reaches a value of 1.0). This means that the second order 

response approximation is only valid at low frequencies 

where the input function closely resembles an actual step 

change. If the input function could be made more abruptly 

to represent the step change, perhaps nonlinear or higher 

order behavior would be observed. A sharper step change was 

made by stopping and then starting the extruder drive so 

that the screw speed was changed from 0 to 40 rpm. Although 

this gave a sharper input, it also exceeded the suggested 

step size proposed by the ISA. The nonlinear or higher 
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order behavior is of interest because it often occurs in 

actual production operation where it is termed surging. A 

measurement of this type of behavior would thus help eluci

date the surging phenomenon. 

Figure 25 shows the response of Run 31 for a 0 to 

40 rpm step change. The data of Run 31 and also of Runs 32 

and 33 which are similar are shown in Tables B-12, B-13, 

and B-14 of Appendix B. The response in these cases shows 

an overshoot greater than 2.0. An overshoot greater than 

2.0 requires that K be less than zero. However, by defini

tion both £ and T must be positive. Hence, the observed 

response is indicative of either a nonlinear or higher order 

extruder operation. The response shows that there is an 

initial surge of material out of the die after which the 

response again settles within the boundaries of the response 

envelope as shown in Figure 25. Values of 0.38 for the 

third peak and 0.65 for the second peak give a decay ratio 

of 0.585; this corresponds to a damping coefficient of 

0.08 6, a value close to the previously calculated values 

shown on page 109 for the constant coefficient model re

sponses . 

5.6 Pulse Testing Analysis 

The pulse testing technique was found to be comple

mentary to the step test method since the shape of the input 

function was arbitrary as discussed in the theory section. 
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Also, the results were not influenced by the manual limita

tions in generating the input signal. Run 42 is typical of 

the pulse tests performed. The data for Runs 40, 41, and 

42 are shown in Appendix B, Tables B-15 through B-2 0. 

Figure 26 shows the time domain data of screw speed and 

output rate for Run 42. This plot shows that the output 

rate leads the screw speed for all times greater than zero. 

Analysis of this behavior helps explain the internal 

mechanisms of the extrusion process. The data shown in Fig

ure 26 were analyzed by means of the pulse test program to 

give a Bode plot as shown in Figures 27 and 28. This Bode 

plot substantiates the behavior of the time domain data. 

The behavior of the extrusion system as represented by the 

response data is unusual and infrequently encountered. For 

classical first or second order systems the Bode plot would 

have shown an amplitude ratio plot having both a low and a 

high frequency asymptote, where the slope of the high fre

quency asymptote would have indicated the order of the 

system. Also, the plot of the phase angle would have 

started at zero degrees for low frequencies and ended at -90 

or -18 0 degrees at high frequencies for a first and second 

order system respectively. In this case the amplitude ratio 

plot gives little information about the process, but the 

phase angle plot shows the lag of the system as a function 

of frequency and reflects the observed lead in the output 

rate. 
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In order to understand the behavior of the extrusion 

system the observed output rate of the pulse and the output 

rate predicted from the steady state Equation (7 9) were 

plotted in Figure 29. This plot shows two things: First, 

the initial increase in screw speed causes a surge of melt 

out of the die above that predicted by the steady state 

equation and, second, a sharp drop in the output rate after 

the initial surge. A graphical integration was performed 

for both the experimental pulse output rate and the output 

rate predicted by the steady state Equation (79). A compar

ison of these integrals showed that for the 16 second time 

interval considered, the experimental output was 15 percent 

less than the predicted output. 

5.7 Model for Derivative Response 

At this point the question about the relationship 

between the pulse test and the step change test results 

arises. For moderate step changes the experimental respons

es predicted underdamped second order behavior for the 

extruder system. For more severe step changes in screw 

speed the initial response exceeded the response envelope 

and could no longer be described by a pure second order 

transfer function. Similarly, the Bode plot derived from 

the pulse tests showed a complex response with large deriva

tive action. No transfer function is readily postulated 

from examination of the pulse test derived Bode plots. 
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However, combining the information gained from both the step 

tests and the pulse tests, the following transfer function 

was postulated for the extruder system: 

G(s) = (1 + as)^ 
t^S2-T-2TCS~TT (99) 

This transfer function is applicable for the region where 

the simple second order response no longer describes the 

extrusion behavior. A Bode plot was calculated using the 

transfer function given by Equation (99) in which the para

meter a was adjusted to fit the Bode plot calculated from 

the pulse test data of Run 42. For the parameters of the 

second order part of the transfer function the values of 

£ = 0.08 and r = 0.85 were used. These values differ little 

from those reported for Run 54. The Bode plot based on 

Equation (99) with a value of a = 0.42 is shown in Fig

ures 27 and 28. Although the exact response for Run 42 was 

not duplicated, the transfer function does predict the over

all behavior as encountered in the pulse test. Individual 

Bode plots derived from the pulse tests showed greater vari

ations than those shown between Run 42 and the postulated 

model. 

Based on these calculations and observations the 

following explanation is postulated for the internal behavi

or of the extrusion process. On changing the screw speed on 



the extruder, the change in output rate is observed simul

taneously because the increased output in melt is delivered 

at an increased rate to the die cavity at the end of the 

metering section. There is no transportation lag involved 

in delivering the additional melt to the die cavity since 

drag flow in the screw channel is only a function of screw 

speed. That is to say, screw speed is not a distributed 

parameter in the extrusion system. At the tip of the screw 

there is a change in melt transport from drag flow to pres

sure flow. There is an increased amount of melt in the die 

cavity due to the compressibility of the melt in the die. 

This results in a pressure surge, which expels material out 

of the die to give the initial surge in output rate. At 

any instant of time the pressure in the die is balanced by 

the shear stresses developed as the melt exits through the 

die. However, the relationship between the melt pressure 

and the shear stresses is not known although it is highly 

nonlinear as observed from the output rate surge. 

A second factor affecting the surge in output is 

the compressibility of the melt. The data of Griskey and 

Waldman (24) show that the volume of polyethylene melt 

decreases from 0.02119 to 0.02057 to 0.02007 ft^/lb as the 

pressure is increased from 14.7 to 2881 to 5762 psia. This 

change is significant since it represents approximately a 

three percent volume decrease for each pressure increment. 
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Valve pressures over 5000 psig were observed in some runs 

with silica-filled resin while valve pressures over 3000 

psig were observed for the unfilled resins. In either case 

the melt compressibility is significant. 

The pressure surge in the die cavity also pushes the 

melt back in the screw channel toward the feed hopper which 

causes the initial dip in the output rate. This back flow 

of melt is the surging phenomena described by Kirby (29). 

The back flow of melt in turn decreases the amount of solids 

in the feed section which later shows up as a secondary 

surge in the output rate. The severity of the back flow of 

melt toward the feed hopper is determined by two factors. 

First, the coefficient of friction of the unmelted resin 

determines whether slippage occurs in the first few flight 

turns. Second, the magnitude and distribution of the melt 

shear stress in the channel determines both drag and pres

sure flow of the melt. The recent studies by Gregory (22) 

and Chung (11) have shown that the coefficient of friction 

is highly temperature dependent, having a maximum near the 

melting point of the plastic. Also, the melt shear stress 

has a maximum at the melting point and decreases thereafter 

as the temperature is raised. Hence, whenever there is a 

sudden increase in pressure, a "threshold" shear stress will 

be exceeded which causes the melt to slip in the channel 

toward the feed end. After slippage the pressure is 
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relieved and conditions built up anew until the threshold 

shear stress is again exceeded. This type of continuous 

surging has been observed in practice. However, no satis

factory explanation had thus far been given. Since this is 

a new concept it has been given the name, "threshold shear 

stress." 

The pressure profiles in the extruder substantiated 

the causes of the postulated output surge as discussed pre

viously. The valve and die pressures being closest to the 

die cavity (where the melt surge starts) were in phase with 

the changing screw speed as shown in Figures 30 and 31. 

However, pressure readings in the transition section showed 

a lag as expected, since the melt surge had to propagate 

toward the feed end of the extruder as shown in Figure 32. 

This surge would not commence until a threshold shear stress 

in the melt was exceeded. The Bode plot for the transition 

section pressure response as a function of screw speed is 

shown in Figures 33 and 34. The response at higher frequen

cies is due to noise and nonlinearities in the data and 

should be ignored. 

Bode plots were also made in which the die or the 

valve pressure were considered as the input signal or forc

ing function to the output rate. In these cases the 

frequency response was the same as in the case where the 

screw speed was used as the forcing function. This was as 
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expected since the valve and die pressures followed the same 

behavior as the screw speed (see Figures 30 and 31). 

Pulse tests were performed in which the shape, of the 

pulse was reversed. In these experiments the screw speed 

was changed from a high rpm to a low rpm and back to a high 

rpm. This was done to determine if response nonlinearities 

such as a hysteresis loop exist in the extrusion behavior. 

The output rate data for this particular type of test was 

analyzed with the pulse test program which showed behavior 

identical with that of normal pulse tests such as Run 42. 

Pulse tests were also performed with the silica-

filled resin. The data of Run 62 is shown in Appendix B, 

Tables B-21 and B-22. The silica-filled resin showed oper

ating pressures were approximately double those of the 

unfilled resin. This indicates that a higher coefficient of 

friction existed for the filled resin in the solid conveying 

section of the screw, and a higher shear stress for the con

veying of the melt. The melt index for the filled resin was 

found to be 1.54 versus 9.3 for the unfilled PE 114 resin. 

Rheological data determined on an Instron rheometer indicat

ed that the flow behavior of the filled resin was very 

similar to the behavior of a 2 melt index, higher molecular 

weight resin. The higher power consumption and pressure 

profile may be attributed directly to the low melt index. 
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The relative (normalized) pressure fluctuations for the 

filled resin would lead to a more constant output rate for 

the extruder as predicted from the discussion in the steady 

state theory. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Steady state and dynamic tests were performed on a 

1-3/4-inch diameter 24:1 L/D ratio compact extruder. Both 

a 9.3 MI, 0.926 g/cm^ polyethylene resin and a 1.54 MI, 

1.10 g/cm 35 percent silica-filled polyethylene resin were 

used in the investigation. In the dynamic testing.both step 

and pulse tests were used. The step tests were made in two 

ways: First, a step change in resins was made by switching 

from one resin to another at the feed port and, second, the 

screw speed was changed in a step fashion. The pulse test

ing technique used the screw speed as an input forcing func

tion for which the output rate or the extruder melt pressures 

and temperatures were considered as the response. 

The steady state extrusion rate was found to be a 

linear function of screw speed as predicted from drag flow 

theory. However, the anticipated losses in the output rate 

due to pressure back flow were not observed. Equations (79) 

and (83) give the steady state output rate as a function of 

screw speed for the unfilled and filled resins, respectively. 

Q = 0.56033N - 4.516 (79) 

Q = 0.643N - 2.60 (83) 
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The response to a step change in resins showed that 

the extrusion system behaved as a second order and under-

damped system having a distance velocity lag corresponding 

to the residence time in the extruder. The transfer func

tion for the observed behavior is given by Equation (39) in 

which the time constant has a value of 8.44 minutes and the 

damping coefficient equals 0.706. 

G (s) = _= - (39) 
T s + T£S +1 

The types of response were observed for the screw 

speed step tests. For moderate step changes a highly under-

damped second order response in output rate was observed 

with zero dead time with a time constant of slightly less 

than a second and a damping coefficient of 0.0996. Severe 

step changes produced a surging output rate response which 

could not be described by a second order model. 

The screw speed pulse tests were complementary to 

the step tests and helped elucidate the dynamic internal 

extrusion mechanism. The Bode plots of the pulse tests 

showed a derivative action response. The derivative action 

responses of both step and pulse tests were used to formu

late a transfer function model given by Equation (99) which 

combined the basic second order response with a fourth 

order derivative action. 
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G(s) = 2 
(2 +55)4 (99) 

T s + 2T£S + 1 

The dynamic responses obtained in this investigation 

indicate that surging and other pressure related upsets oc

curring in the extrusion process are initiated in the die 

cavity where the mode of melt transport changes from drag to 

pressure flow. Surging in the output rate is caused by both 

a backflow of melt in the screw channel and a compression of 

the melt whenever a pressure wave passes through the ex

truder. 



CHAPTER 7 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Residence Time Studies 

Measurement of the changing resin properties after a 

step change has been introduced at the feed port should be 

utilized for evaluations on mixing, homogenuity of the 

extrudate, general residence times, and dead spots in the 

extruder. Information about the residence time distribution 

of the resin in the extruder is often important v/hen pro

cessing heat sensitive resins where degradation may occur. 

Such tests could be repeated under various operating condi

tions to determine the optimum settings of the operating 

conditions. 

7.2 Screw Design Evaluation 

New screw designs may also be evaluated using the 

dynamic testing techniques. Screws are often designed for a 

specific purpose such as mixing, blending, or homogenizing. 

In manufacturing the blending of additives is often impor

tant. Improved blending could optimize the amount of addi

tive required while at the same time decreasing the contact 

time in the extruder by raising the output rate. It is 

believed that the data of this testing technique would lead 
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to more quantitative results for the evaluation of screw de

signs and extruder operating conditions. 

7.3 Dynamic Testing of Operating Variables 

The role of the friction coefficients between solid 

resin and the steel extruder surfaces and the shear stresses 

developed between the melt and the internal extruder sur

faces should be evaluated by dynamic testing. 

Dynamic tests on the operating variables comprise a 

second category of responses because of their short time 

constants and virtually zero dead time. Screw speed and 

melt pressures were found to be the most important of these 

variables. However, these variables are also influenced by 

such factors as screw and barrel cooling and heating. The 

previous discussion of the responses to step and pulse test

ing of the screw speed has shown that deviations in the 

steady state output rate of the extrusion process may be 

measured by the response behavior of the melt pressures and 

the output rate. Although controversy still exists over the 

exact mechanism for solids conveying, the influence of the 

friction coefficients and the melt shear stresses is not 

disputed. The steady state extrusion data showed that back 

flow was negligible in this relatively small extruder. Only 

when severe changes in screw speed (and subsequently pres

sure) were made did a significant loss in output occur. 

This may not be the case in large extruders. Responses 
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derived from testing of larger machines may significantly aid 

in the design and scale-up of extruders. 

7.4 Evaluation of Resin Blends 

Dynamic testing should be utilized on resin blends, 

because the surging problem has been related to the extrud

er operation in the region described by the transfer func

tion of Equation (99) . Future studies in dynamic testing 

should be used to evaluate resin candidates, particularly 

blends in which constant output (minimum surging) is desired 

at high extrusion rates. Also, the role of the friction 

coefficient should be investigated by cooling the barrel or 

screw and then pulse testing the extrusion process to obtain 

the optimum operating conditions. Optimum conditions would 

maximize either output rate as in the manufacturing of res

ins where instantaneous deviations from steady state output 

are of secondary importance, or minimizing the output rate 

deviations as in the case of coating and forming operations. 

7.5 Use of Ramp Function in Dynamic Testing 

Dynamic testing can also be done by using other in

put forcing functions such as the impulse function and these 

should be incorporated in future work. The present research 

only investigated the pulse and step testing techniques. 

The ramp function can readily be adapted to changing the 

screw speed in a controlled manner. Coupling of a second 
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varidrive motor to the present screw speed control would 

work on the extruder used in this investigation. The ramp 

function test might prove to be the most sensitive in 

evaluating surging phenomena and the threshold stress since 

the steepness (slope) of the ramp may be incrementally 

increased in a controlled manner. Also, the theory for 

transformation of the ramp response data is readily 

derived (5). 

7.6 Bode Plot Evaluation from Step Test 
Time Domain Data 

The evaluation of a Bode plot from the step test 

time domain data should also be included in future work. 

Such conversion to the frequency domain is often desirable 

for control purposes. The frequency domain data derived 

from the step test would complement that of the pulse test 

and act as an independent check of the data. 



NOMENCLATURE 

Roman Letters 

A area, Z^ 

As area of wetted perimeter of screw, Z^ 

AB area of wetted perimeter of barrel, Z^ 

c radial clearance between top of screw flight and 
barrel, Z 

CD discharge coefficient of tank 

D screw diameter, Z 

E pitch of flight, Z 

e width of flight, Z 

Fj-j shape factor for drag flow 

Fp shape factor for pressure flow 

G(s) transfer function 

g gravitational acceleration, Z/t% 

gz gravitational acceleration in z direction, Z/t2, 

H screw channel depth, Z 

h depth of tank, Z 

i IFT 

KB friction coefficient of barrel 

ks friction coefficient of screw 

A units symbol for length 

L length of screw, Z 

140 
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L(t) time varying length of extruder filled with melt, & 

M amplitude ratio 

m units symbol for mass 

m1 number of parallel flights 

N screw speed, #/t 
*1 

P pressure, m& t 

Q mass extrusion rate, m/t 

Q normalized extrusion rate 

Q mean value of mass extrusion rate, m/t 

Q volumetric flow rate, 

Qi volumetric flow rate in, 

Q0 volumetric flow rate out, 

drag flow, m/t 

q-^ leakage flow, m/t 

qn pressure flow, m/t 
ir 

R force ratio 

r^ first root of transfer function 

r2 second root of transfer function 

r| unrestricted solids transport rate, m/t 

r2 unrestricted melting rate, m/t 

•Jl* 
r3 unrestricted pumping rate, m/t 

s Laplace operator 

Sn normalized frequency content 

S surging, t~^ 

T period of oscillation, t/cycle 
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T' temperature, S-^t"^ 

Tx duration of input pulse, t 

Ty duration of output pulse, t 

t units symbol for time 

tr rise time, t 

V barrel velocity at top of screw channel, &/t 

v fluid velocity vector, &/t 

vx x-direction fluid velocity, &/t 

Vy y-direction fluid velocity, &/t 

vz z-direction fluid velocity, £/t 

W channel width, 

x screw channel coordinate axis, & 

x(s) input forcing function 

y screw channel coordinate axis, £ 

y(s) response 

z screw channel coordinate axis, & 

Greek Letters 

a constant dependent on screw geometry 

3 constant dependent on screw geometry 

y shear rate, t"1 

A increment 

6 increment 

ri apparent non-Newtonian viscosity, mt""-'-
/ 

0 helix angle of screw 

X coordinate axis parallel to screw axis, S, 
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—1 —1 y Newtonian viscosity, mi. t 

y0 low shear rate Newtonian viscosity, 

£ damping coefficient 

p density, m/il^ 

T time constant, t 

T(j dead time, t 

<f> phase angle 

0) frequency 

wn natural frequency 

# number 

Symbols 



APPENDIX A: TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION 

DATA AND CURVES 
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Table A-1. Calibration Data, Pressure Transducer 
TPT 432-1.5M 

Pressure Digitek Voltmeter 
(psig) (mv) (volts) 

0 -0.19 2.05 

250 3.06 3.30 

500 6.28 4.50 

750 9.44 5.75 

1000 12.80 7.00 

1250 16.36 8.40 

1500 19.65 9.75 
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Figure A-1. Calibration Curve,. Pressure Transducer 
TPT-432-1.5M 
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Table A-2. Calibration Data, Pressure Transducer 
PT 420-3M-6, No. 34949 

Pressure Digitek Voltmeter 
(psig) (mv) (volts) 

0 0.14 2.50 

250 1.88 3.05 

500 3.54 3.70 

750 5.14 4.35 

1000 6.80 4.95 

1250 8.56 5.60 

1500 10.18 6.30 

1750 11.88 6.95 

2000 13.58 7.65 

2250 15.32 8.30 

2500 16.88 8.90 

2780 18.50 9.55 

3000 20.10 10.25 
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Table A-3. Calibration Data, Pressure Transducer 
PT 420-3M-6, No. 34950 

Pressure Digitek Voltmeter 
(psig) (mv) (volts) 

0 0.24 1.80 

250 1.86 2.40 

500 3.52 3.00 

750 5.06 3.62 

1000 6.70 4.20 

1250 8.52 4.95 

1500 10.16 5.55 

1750 11.79 6.20 

2000 13.49 6.90 

2250 15.22 7.60 

2500 16.76 8.20 

2750 18.36 8.90 

3000 19.97 9.60 
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Figure A-3. Calibration Curve, Pressure Transducer 
PT 42 0-3M-6, No. 34950 
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Table B-l. Operating Conditions of Steady State, Run No. 34 

Screw 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Output 
Rate 
(lb/hr) 

Amperage 
Metering 
Pressure 
(psig) 

Rear 
Pressure 
(psig) 

Die Melt 
Temperature 

(°F) 

Zone 2 
Temperature 

(°F) 

Rear 
Temperature 

(°F) 

39.4 18.0 11.5 1940 1290 390 335 305 

49.9 23.2 12.2 2120 1400 392 334 295 

61.1 28.7 13.8 2260 1610 383 340 300 

71.8 34.9 15.1 2330 1980 383 340 300 

84.4 40.8 17.2 2390 2240 382 342 300 

i 93.6 46.3 18.8 2370 2470 385 342 305 

104.4 51.5 21.0 2380 2640 382 342 305 

115.0 56.8 22.8 2380 2770 392 344 310 

129.0 62.6 25.5 2400 2970 390 345 312 

H 
to 



Table B-2. Operating Conditions of Steady State, Run No. 35 

Screw 
Speed 

Output 
Rate Amperage 

Die 
Pressure 

Metering 
Pressure 

Rear 
Pressure 

Stock 
Tempera
ture 

Zone 2 
Tempera
ture 

Rear 1 
Tempera
ture 

39.4 18.3 11.5 250 1850 700 375 335 300 

49.9 23.4 12.3 275 1910 690 400 337 297 

61.1 29.1 13.7 350 2150 730 382 340 300 

71.8 35.4 15.4 450 1850 750 395 340 297 

84.4 41.4 17.2 540 2420 760 387 340 300 

93.6 46.6 19.2 600 2500 600 395 340 297 

104.4 51.5 21.3 650 2605 650 392 340 302 

115.0 ' 57.6 23.6 720 2680 720 395 341 305 

129.0 63.3 26.0 750 2770 750 400 347 310 

u> 



Table B-3. Data of Run 53 

Time T1 T2 P1 P2 P3 Output Rate 

(min.) (°F) (°F) (psig) (psig) (psig) (lb/hr) 
19 32 44 54 66 75 84 

0 
N 

376.7 314.7 97.1 2193 1223 
1 377.8 314.1 97.1 2193 1152 16.5 
2 377.8 314.1 97.1 2193 1240 16.6 
3 378.4 314.1 97.1 2193 1240 16.6 
4 379.5 314.1 97.1 2193 1163 16.55 
5 378.9 312.9 97.1 2176 1326 16.8 
6 380.1 312.3 97.1 2193 1424 17.35 
7 380.1 312.3 102.3 2277 1522 18.1 
8 380.6 313.5 107.5 2395 1798 19.1 
9 380.1 312.9 123.1 2563 1717 19.9 
10 381.2 312.3 133.5 2749 1684 20.65 
11 381.2 314.1 - 149.1 2951 1869 21.0 
12 380.6 314.1 159.5 3102 1782 21.5 
13 381.2 314.7 175.1 3271 2021 21.4 
14 381.2 315.9 185.6 3355 1874 21.5 
15 380.1 316.5 196.0 3473 1798 21.4 
16 380.1 317.0 201.2 3541 2102 
17 378.4 316.5 201.2 3557 1940 
44 388.4 327.2 227.2 3928 2536 21.5 



Table B-4. Dynamic Response Data, Run 54 
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Screw 
Time Speed 
(sec) (rpm) 

T1 t2 P1 p2 p3 
Screen Transition Valve Screen Transition 
(°F) (°F) (psig) (psig) (psig) 

0 38.7 391.2 327.2 227.2 3928 2271 

5.5 40.8 391.2 327.8 232.4 3979 2330 

11.0 63.1 395.0 327.8 284.4 4585 2542 

16.5 63.3 393.4 326.6 279.2 4568 2824 

22.0 63.3 393.9 327.2 279.2 4551 3003 

27.5 63.3 393.9 327.8 274.0 4534 2922 

33.0 63.3 394.5 327.2 274.0 4551 2792 

38.5 63.3 394.5 327.2 274.0 4534 2933 

44.0 63.3 393.9 327.8 274.0 4534 3096 

49.5 63.3 395,0 327.8 274.0 4534 2830 

55.0 63.3 396.1 326.6 274.0 4517 2846 

60.5 63.6 395.0 327.8 274.0 4517 3009 

66.0 63.3 397.3 327.2 274.0 4517 3128 

71.5 63.1 395.6 327.8 274.0 4517 2765 

77.0 63.3 396.1 327.8 274.0 4517 2846 

82.5 63.3 397.3 327.8 274.0 4500 3063 

88.0 63.3 397.3 326.6 274.0 4500 3128 

93.5 63.1 397.8 328.4 274.0 4500 2808 

99.0 63.1 397.3 327.2 274.0 4484 2917 
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Table B-5. Measured and Normalized Output 
Rates, Run 54 

Output 
Time Rate Normalized 
(sec) (g/sec) Output Rate 

0  2 . 8  . 0  

1 3.1 .16 

2 3.9 .59 

3 5.6 1.51 

4 6.1 1.78 

5 4.5 .92 

6 3.6 .43 

7 3.5 .38 

8 4.0 .595 

9 5.0 1.19 

10 5.3 1.35 

11 4.7 1.02 

12 4.2 .76 

13 4.0 '.65 

14 4.2 .76 

15 4.7 1.02 

16 4.9 1.114 

17 4.8 ^ 1.08 

18 4.3 .81 



Table B-6. Dynamic Response Data, Run 55 
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Screw T^ T2 Pt P2 p3 
Time Speed Screen Transition Valve Screen Transition 
(sec) (rpm) (°F) (°P) (psig) (psig) (psig) 

0 63.4 410.6 328.4 242.8 4484 2954 

5 86.9 413.9 327.8 284.4 4989 3470 

10 86.4 412.2 327.8 279.2 4972 3557 

15 86.1 412.8 328.4 274.0 4955 3345 

20 86.7 444.4 329.0 274.0 4922 3530 

25 86.1 413.9 328.4 274.0 4922 3714 

30 86.4 415.0 329.0 274.0 4905 3394 

35 86.1 413.9 328.4 274.0 4922 3540 

40 86.4 413.9 329.6 274.0 4922 3736 

45 86.6 414.4 329.0 274.0 4905 3470 

50 86.4 416.1 330.2 274.0 4888 3459 

55 86.4 415.0 329.0 274.0 4888 3682 

60 86.7 416.1 329.0 274.0 4888 3741 
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Table B-r-7. Measured and Normalized Output 

Time Output Rate Normalized 
(sec) (lb/hr) Output Rate 

0 36.7 0 

1 38.9 .0793 

2 41.3 .243 

3 47.1 .624 

4 58.7 1.40 

5 59.7 1.43 

6 51.2 0.90 

7 48.1 0.688 

8 49.1 0.762 

9 55.9 1.21 

10 55.6 1.195 

11 53.0 1.015 

12 50.7 0.863 

13 51.4 0.910 

14 53.2 0.925 

15 53.4 1.04 

16 52.8 1.004 

17 51.5 0.925 

18 52.5 0.983 

19 52.7 1.00 

20 53.7 1.02 



Table B-8. Dynamic Response Data, Run 43 

Screw 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Ti Screen 
(°F) 

To Vent 
(°F) 

Valve 
(psig) 

P2 Screen 
(psig) 

?3 
Transition 
(psig) 

Output 
Rate* 
(lb/hr) 

61.7 384 355 160 2664 1662 23.8 

68.2 384 355 165 2749 1527 25.4 

72.0 385 356 170 2816 1717 27.0 

72.2 385 355 170 2816 1532 30.9 

72.0 384 355 170 2816 1673 34.9 

72.0 386 355 170 2816 1651 31.7 

72.0 384 355 170 2816 1613 29.4 

72.5 385 356 170 2816 1782 29.4 

72.0 383 355 170 2816 1619 30.2 

72.0 '385 355 170 2816 1739 31.7 

72.2 384 355 170 2816 1809 30.9 

72.0 386 355 170 2816 1668 30.9 

72.0 385 356 170 2816 1836 30.9 

*Time increment = 1 second; all other columns are 1.16 seconds 



Table B-9. Dynamic Response Data, Run 44 

Screw 
Speed 
(rpm) 

T]_ Screen 
(°F) 

To Vent 
(°P) 

Valve 
(psig) 

P2 Screen 
(psig) 

*3 
Transition 
(psig) 

Output 
Rate* 
(lb/hr) 

60.7 381 348 154 2631 1668 25.4 

66.6 382 348 159 2732 1581 29.4 

73.0 383 348 165 2816 1576 34.1 

73.3 384 348 165 2816 1750 30.9 

73.0 382 348 165 2816 1570 33.3 

73.0 383 348 165 2816 1722 ' * 33.7 

73.0 383 348 165 2888 1619 32.5 

73.3 382 348 165 2816 1668 32.5 

73.3 383 348 165 2816 1830 32.5 

73.0 382 348 165 2833 1646 33.3 

73.0 382 348 165 2816 1804 33.3 

73.0 383 348 165 2816 1674 33.3 

73.3 382 348 165 2833 1739 33.3 

*Time increment = 1 second? all other columns are 1.16 secons. 



Table B-•10. Dynamic Response Data, Run 45 

Screw 
Speed 
(rpm) 

T]_ Screen 
(°F) 

To Vent 
(°F) 

Pi Valve 
(psig) 

P2 Screen 
(psig) 

*3 
Transition 
(psig) 

Output 
Rate* 
(lb/hr) 

59.6 382 346 149 2631 1489 26.6 

65.5 382 346 154 2732 1603 29.3 

63.9 381 346 154 2732 1695 31.7 

H
 • 382 345 154 2732 1494 31.7 

64.1 382 345 154 2732 1565 29.3 

64.4 382 346 154 2732 1695 28.6 

65.5 382 346 154 2732 1532 28.6 

66.3 381 346 154 2732 1570 27.3 

66.6 381 346 154 2732 1711 30.2 

66.8 381 346 154 2749 1662 30.2 

66.8 381 346 154 2749 1592 30.2 

65.2 381 346 154 2749 1695 30.2 

64.4 381 346 154 2749 1798 30.2 

*Time increment = 1 second; all other columns : are 1.16 seconds 



Table B-ll. Dynamic Response Data, Run 47 

Screw 
Speed 
(rpm) 

Ti Screen 
(°F) 

T? Vent 
(°F) 

Pi Valve 
(psig) 

P2 Screen 
(psig) 

*3 
Transition 
(psig) 

Output 
Rate* 
(lb/hr) 

41.9 385 372 107 2311 1375 19.0 

46.7 384 372 113 2378 1304 24.6 

46.7 386 371 113 2395 1250 . 25.4 

47.0 385 372 113 2395 1212 23.0 

46.7 385 372 113 2395 1212 ' 21.4 

47.0 386 372 113 2395 1283 ' 20.6 

46.7 386 372 113 2395 1397 19.8 

47.3 385 372 113 2378 1370 20.6 

47.0 386 372 113 2395 1337 22.2 

47.3 386 372 107 2395 1288 23.0 

46.7 385 372 107 2378 1266 23.0 

47.0 386 372 113 2395 1245 23.0 

46.7 385 372 113 2395 1245 22.8 

*Time increment = 1 second; all other columns are 1.16 seconds 
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Table.B-12,. Step.Test.Data, Run 31 

Time Screw Speed Output Rate 
(sec) (rprtij (lb/hr) 

0 0 0 
1 — 12.7 
2 38 46.8 
3 39 31.3 
4 39 26.2 
5 39 22.2 
6 39 16.7 
7 39 12.3 
8 39 11.1 
9 39 12.7 
10 39 16.7 
11 39 21.4 
12 39 25.0 
13 39 27.0 
14 39 23.8 
15 39 19.0 
16 39 16.7 
17 39 15.1 
18 39 15.1 
19 39 15.9 
20 39 17.5 
21 39 20.6 
22 39 23.0 
23 39 22.6 
24 39 20.6 
25 39 18.6 
26 39 17.5 
27 39 16.7 
28 39 16.7 
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• Table B-13. Step Change Data, Run 32 

Time Output Rate Screw Speed 
(sec) (lb/hr) (rpm) 

0 0 0 
1 18.3 — 

2 57.9 39 
3 35.7 39 
4 24.6 39 
5 16.7 39 
6 11.1 39 
7 9.5 39 
8 11.1 39 
9 14.7 39 
10 21.4 39 
11 28.6 39 
12 28.6 39 
13 33.3 39 
14 16.7 39 
15 14.3 39 
16 12.7 39 
17 13.9 39 
18 16.7 39 
19 20.6 39 
20 23.0 39 
21 22.6 39 
22 20.6 39 
23 17.9 39 
24 15.9 39 
25 15.1 39 
26 16.3 39 
27 17.4 39 
28 19.8 39 
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Table B-14. Step Change Data, Run 33 

Time Output Rate Screw Speed 
(sec) (lb/hr) (rpm) 

0 0 0 
1 10.3 — 

2 38.1 38 
3 31.0 39 
4 23.8 39 
5 16.7 39 
6 13.1 39 
7 11.9 39 
8 13.5 39 
9 17.5 39 
10 23.4 39 
11 24.6 39 
12 21.0 39 
13 17.5 39 
14 15.1 39 
15 15.1 39 
16 15.9 39 
17 18.6 39 
18 21.0 39 
19 21.0 39 
20 19.8 39 
21 18.2 39 
22 16.7 39 
23 16.3 39 
24 16.7 39 
25 17.5 39 
26 19.0 39 
27 19.5 39 
28 19.5 39 
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Table B-15. Pulse Test Output Rate Data, Run 40 

Output 
Time Rate 
(sec) (lb/hr) 

0 16.7 
1 52.2 
2 78.5 
3 66.5 
4 49.1 
5 41.2 
6 36.5 
7 30.9 
8 25.4 
9 19.8 
10 15.9 
11 13.5 
12 11.1 
13 10.3 
14 11.9 
15 18.2 
16 24.6 
17 25.4 
18 23.0 
19 19.0 
20 15.9 
21 13.5 
22 13.5 
23 13.5 
24 15.8 
25 19.0 
26 21.4 
27 21.4 
28 19.8 
29 17.4 
30 15.8 
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Table B-16. Pulse Test Operating Data, Run 40 

Time 
(sec) 

Screw 
Speed 
(rpm) 

T]_ Screen 
(°F) 

To Vent 
(°F) 

P2 
Screen 
(psig) 

P3 
Transition 
(psig) 

0 38.9 365 364 2126 1515 

2.61 57.3 365 364 2459 1687 

5.22 120.3 367 365 3258 1905 

7.83 123.1 369 367 3280 2250 

10.44 72.6 369 368 2714 2158 

13.05 39.0 368 368 2160 2100 

15.66 39.0 367 367 2160 2135 

18.27 39.0 367 366 2170 1997 

20.88 39.0 367 365 2170 , 2089 

23.49 39.0 366 364 2170 1951 

26.10 39.0 367 364 2170 1997 

28.71 39.0 366 363 2160 1848 

31.32 39.0 366 363 2148 1917 
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Table.BT17. Pulse Test Output Rate Data, Run 41 

Output 
Time Rate 
(sec) (lb/hr) 

0 16.7 
1 46.8 
2 70.6 
3 61.9 
4 49.9 
5 44.4 
6 35.6 

• 7 27.7 
8 23.8 
9 19.0 
10 15.8 
11 13.5 
12 12.7 
13 14.3 
14 20.6 
15 24.6 
16 23.0 
17 19.0 
18 15.0 
19 14.2 
20 14.2 
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. .Table Brl8. . .Pulse Test Operating Data, Run 41 

Screw P2 P3 
Speed T^ Screen T2 Vent P]^ Valve Screen Transition 
(rpm) (°F) (°F) (psig) (psig) (psig) 

40.3 391 381 102 2226 1445 

49.7 390 382 113 2395 1414 

67.1 390 382 134 2698 1451 

87.2 392 382 154 3001 1391 

110.0 392 383 175 3187 1565 

122.3 394 383 180 3305 1902 

117.5 393 384 175 3254 1836 

90.1 393 385 149 2951 1896 

70.8 392 385 134 2698 1934 

48.9 392 385 107 2311 1869 

36.8 391 384 97 2125 1809 
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• • --Table-B<-19» • Pulse Test Output Rate Data, Run 42 

Output 
Time Rate 
(sec) (Ib/hr) 

0 18.3 
1 53.2 
2 75.5 
3 57.8 
4 40.4 
5 28.5 
6 24.6 
7 22.2 
8 18.2 
9 15.1 
10 13.5 
11 12.7 
12 14.3 
13 18.2 
14 22.2 
15 23.0 
16 19.0 
17 16.7 
18 15.1 
19 15.1 
20 15.9 
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Table B-20. Pulse Test Operating Data, Run 42 

Screw P2 P3 

Speed Ti Screen T2 Vent Pi Valve Screen Transition 
(rpm) (°F) (°F) (psig) (psig) (psig) 

39.7 374 359 107 2277 1304 

46.4 377 358 118 2395 1261 

64.4 375 359 144 2732 1288 

86.4 376 359 165 3052 1348 

109.2 376 360 185 3338 1543 

129.0 378 360 201 3541 1722 

109.5 378 362 180 3305 1918 

82.6 377 362 154 3001 1777 

60.1 376 363 128 2648 1820 

43.2 378 362 107 2327 1744 

40.8 375 363 107 2294 1712 

39.2 378 362 107 2260 1695 
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Table B-21. Pulse Test Output Rate Data, Run 62 

Output 
Time Rate 
(sec) (lb/hr) 

0 22.9 
1 26.7 
2 44.4 
3 63.2 
4 59.4 
5 41.6 
6 30.9 
7 26.3 
8 24.0 
9 22.7 
10 21.1 
11 19.7 
12 20.8 
13 24.7 
14 26.9 
15 26.9 
16 26.8 
17 24.7 
18 21.6 
19 20.1 
20 22.1 
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Table B-22. Pulse Test Operating Data, Run 62 

Screw Ti T3 Pi P2 P3 

Speed Screen Transition Valve Screen Transition 
(rpm) (°F) (°F) (psig) (psig) (psig) 

41.4 394 320 227 3945 2618 

52.1 396 319 248 4231 2667 

65.8 396 320 284 4602 2814 

80.2 398 320 316 4956 2738 

94.7 399 321 342 5225 2862 

85.1 399 321 326 5057 3291 

67.9 398 321 284 4686 2857 

51.0 397 321 253 4248 2743 

41.1 396 321 222 3928 2879 

40.5 394 321 217 3877 2846 
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